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EDUCATED GROWTH
through professional management
ieve that balancing the needs of today with the
omise of tomorrow is the very essence of
•esponsible endowment management. Here
at the University of Maine Foundation, we
are keeping that promise.
Through the best money management possible, the
Foundation is accomplishing its mission: to provide
vitally important annual financial support from the
endowment earnings to the University of Maine
while growing principal beyond the rate of
inflation. That is truly the meaning of
educated growth.
If you are interested in establishing
an endowment or reviewing
the success of our money
managers and investment
policies, please contact the
University of Maine
Foundation today.
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Interview with
Eric Brennan '68
On the leading edge of
home health care, Eric
Brennan discusses a
number of health care
issues.
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LETTERS

ANOTHER GREAT
IDEA FROM PATS
TAPROOM

X

Alumna believes AIDS is
intertwined with other
issues

What if we promoted
interest in our dealer
program by using the
MAINE Alumni!
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Live in a Maine home
Do business with a
•
Maine company
• - Work with Maine people
• - Sell the finest product of

•
•
*

•

its type in the world.

•

•
•

And—stay right where
they are while doing it.

J
•

• We’re looking for business •
•
people who want to:
•

Tried and true
or custom homes.
We can be your
living memory of
“Dear oT Maine”

*We've even scheduled an
orientation meeting at Pat’s
followed by a hockey
game—and back to Pat’s
for a victory party.

Northern Products
Log Homes
Dealer Development
P.O. Box 616, Bomarc Road
Bangor, Maine 04402-0616
1-800-447-4000.
In Maine 207-945-6413

would like to thank you, and even
more thank Mary "Winnie" MacDonald
'72 for the article in the Summer 1993
issue of Maine magazine on Winnie
MacDonald's life with AIDS Thank you
for being courageous
I think it served as an important
Charlotte Lehmann '91G
juxtaposition with the letters regarding
the homophobia of such federally funded
piograms as ROTC, because it puts a face
on the targets of bigotry whether we aie Moved by article on Mary
addressing the issue of AIDS, homophobia MacDonald
and heterosexism, sexism, racism, and so
forth These are all individual issues, but
was moved to tears by the article about
they are interrelated and intertw ined, and
so often the oppressors are the same Mary MacDonald's battle with AIDS As
a childhood classmate of hers, I am not
people
surprised by the courage and conviction
Letters such as the one from C O
Totman'35 get written every day, and this she musters up on a daily basis Though
kind of testimony gets repeated in every soft-spoken and assumedly shy, she
debate in every state legislature regarding alw ays stood up for w hat she believed in,
the civil rights of gay men and lesbian and I am honored to say I was her friend.
women Frankly, it's getting rather 1 recall talking to her several years ago
tiresome Mr Totman is overlooking, about her frustration with her
conveniently, the perverted behavior of undiagnosed illness I am sad to know' the
,
heterosexual men involved in such results
I want to thank Mary for sharing her
incidents as the so-called Tailhook
scandal When heterosexual men no story and for providing other women
similar
struggles
with
longer commit 95 percent of all child facing
sexual abuse, nor abuse women, nor kill encouragement and understanding She
hundreds of thousands of people in is a true inspiration to us all 1
countries w'here we do not belong, I think
we will find that violence in our society Paula Dubay Browm '87
will have all but disappeared It is not the
general population of gay men and lesbian
women who perpetuate these crimes on Win Libby '32 was not the
others
first alumnus
Frankly, I am not interested in
serving in the military, but those who to become university's
wish to do so are perfectly suited to do so
president
And if heterosexual men are too
uncomfortable, well, they can just leave I
think we'd all be better off if they did I'd
James Moreland, who taught us
rather that my taxes weren't wasted on
the military at all—zip, nil, zero. The journalism at the University of Maine in
money would be better spent on the early 1930s, made sure we knew that
education, national infrastructure, and I Joseph Pulitzer hung big signs in the
the like
i newsrooms of the New Yoik World and of
By the way, women in the military the St Louis Post-Dispatch Signs that

I

I
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have had a very simple and inexpensive
solution to the issue of privacy in the
shower—shower curtains Too bad many
heterosexual military men get so wrapped
up in their need for power over others
that they can't think up easy solutions,
and save us all the agony of getting past
their hang-ups
I don't know about Mr Totman, but by
and large my undergraduate and graduate
education taught me problem-solving
skills.

These checks
shouted three words: Accuracy, Accuracy,
Accuracy.
I have those words in red, pasted on
my typewriter so I won't forget. He taught
us to make sure whatever we wrote was
accurate because somebody might read
it.
In that spirit, I call your attention to
the story on Win Libby's memorial service
on Page 7 of the summer edition of Maine.
Paragraph 7 of that story tells us:
"Win Libby was the first UMaine
graduate to serve as the institution's
president."
He wasn't. Harold S. Boardman, of
the Class of 1895, was president of the
university when Win Libby and I were
students, and I don't know whether he
was the first. Prexy Boardman succeeded
Dr. Clarence Cook Little, who was a noted
scientistof his day and was a prime mover
in the establishment of the Jackson
Memorial Laboratory in Bar Harbor.
I hope a day will come when you
can lead a successful effort to clean up the
stylebook at the University of Maine, so
that in all university publications it will
be "University of Maine" in first reference
and either "Maine" or "the University" in
later references.
When you stop using UMaine I'll
stop writing my checks to "Humane
General Alumni Association."
Ed DeCourcy '34
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mean scholarship dollars.

At Merrill Merchants Bank, when you place an order
for University of Maine checks, we'll make a $1.00
contribution to the University Scholarship Fund of
your choice.

Merrill Merchants Bank
and the

University of Maine
It's a winning combination!
AA Merrill Merchants Bank
Bangor, Brewer, Orono, Pittsfield, Presque Isle
207-942-4801

BODWELL
MOTORS
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge

We’d Like to Hear
From You
What do you think about the
changes in Maine agriculture or
Clinton's national health care
plan? Please write to us about any
subject in the magazine or any
issues dealing with the univer
sity. Send letters to Editor,
Alumni Publications, P.O. Box
550, Orono, ME 04473-0550.

169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-729-3375

Bath
207-443-5533

Member FDIC

fl.-

Flying South
For The Winter
Don't forget to update
the General Alumni
Association on your
seasonal address and
phone number.

• ••
4
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Call 207-581-1146 with
your updates.

Bill Bodwell '50

And if you've moved,
keep us informed of your
new address.
FALL 1993 3
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In Brief,
Coach Jeff Wren
swims marathon
to help program

another heavily used resource
for campus visitors
Organizers hope that the
new Visitors' Center can
consolidate and centralize the
various visitor information
activities
traditionally
undertaken by such areas as
PublicSafety, Admissionsand
Public Affairs It can also
alleviate if not eliminate
visitors' confusion about
where to find answers,
directions, and general
assistance

This past July 44-year-old
University
of
Maine
swimming coach, Jeff Wren,
completed a 65-mile swim in
the Penobscot River to raise
money for and awareness of
the Maine Swimming and
Diving Endowment.
More than a dozen
individual and corporate
sponsors pledged nearly
$15,000 toward the Penobscot
River Swim. The idea for the
Phi Kappa Sigma
swim originated more than a
wins major awards
year and a half ago from
University of Maine System
trustee Kevin Mahaney
TV cameras catch swim coach Jeff Wren as he emerges from the
"This
sort
of the river in Orono after his 65-mile fundraising swim.
For the first time in history, a
undertaking happens in other
Univ ersity of Maine fraternity,
modes—we've heard of cross
Alpha Delta Chapter of Phi
country bike or 1,000 mile level I hope that my efforts free UMaine publications
As an arm of the Kappa Sigma, has captured all
canoe trips—but I know of no will help attract donors to the
three top awards for
other swim like this using a program and also encourage Department of Public Affairs,
fraternities on the UMaine
the
Visitors'
Center
is
staffed
Tour-de-France format," Wren prospective students to
campus
The chapter is also
primarily
by
graduate
and
become
part
of
our
winning
said.
the
recipient
of three awards
undergraduate
students
program
"
To prepare for the 65properly trained to assist and from its national organization.
mile swim, Wren started
The university awards are
direct v lsitors who call or stop
training in mid-June by
by
the.
practicing open water swims. University
"In the President's tow n
• Dionne Award to the
Prior to this event, his longest
establishes
visitors'
meetings
and in the research outstanding fraternity chapter
effort was a two-hour, four mile
we've done concerning public on the UMaine campus.
swim. Accompanied by a center
perceptions about
the • Scholarship Award to the
boat,Wren swam approxi
university, we found that the fraternity with the highest
mately 12 miles a day
Wren felt strongly that In response to concerns that campus has to be more user- grade-point average
this swim was important to ' the University of Maine needs friendly for those who come • B C Kent Trophy to the
the future of Maineswimming. to be a more inviting, user- here," said John Diamond 77, fraternity scoring the most
"Maine swimming has a friendly place for the public, a acting director of Public
points during intramural
proud tradition on the Orono | Visitors' Center has been Affairs "The idea is to make
athletic
competition at the
campus. Preserving this sport established in Chadbourne visitors' first impressions as
university
positive
as
possible
"
for future generations of Maine Hall.
In winning the Scholarship
Chadbourne was chosen
athletes is what
the
Located in the lobby, the
Award,
the chapter compiled
for
its
close
proximity
to
one
endowment is all about.
Vlsitors' Center offers one-stop
Within the University of convenience for campus of UMaine's three primary a 3 01 grade point average
Maine System there are no visitors needing information II entrances, and because it is a during the spring semester.
William T Lucy, UMaine
other opportunities for Maine and referrals, directions, tours, natural first stop for many I
swimmers and divers to temporary parking permits, i campus visitors It is across associate dean of student
compete at the intercollegiate campus and area maps, and the street from Public Safety, activities and organizations,
I
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said that it was the first time he
could remember any fraternity
achieving a GPA over 3.0. Phi
Kappa Sigma has earned the
highest grade-point average in
9 of the last 11 semesters.
In addition to its campus
awards, the Alpha Delta
chapter won the Outstanding
Chapter, Academic Award,
and newsletter competition
from the national Phi Kappa
Sigma organization

Peter Dumont

UMaine student
wins national
honors
k *

Peter Dumont of Fort Kent, a
senior civil engineering major
at the University of Maine, is
the recipient of two national
awards—The John Reily Knox
Memorial Scholarship and the
Samuel Fletcher Tapman
ASCE Student Chapter
Scholarship
Dumont is serving as the
department of civil engi
neering's project manager on
the new timber bridge testing
facility at UMaine’s Stump
Dump Budgeting more than
$135,000, Dumont obtained all
estimates,
secured
all
contracts, hired workers, and

assisted in the design of the
steel reaction frame.
The John Reily Knox
Memorial Scholarship of $1500
is the highest scholarship
awarded by the Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity internationally. The
selection is based on
leadership skills, service to the
fraternity and the university,
academic achievement, and
involvement in extracurricular
and philanthropic activities
Dumont is the founding
president of the Beta Eta
Chapter of Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity at UMaine and
headed the house when the
chapter won the Comeback of
the Year Award in 1991-92.
The Samuel Fletcher
Tapman ASCE Student
Chapter Scholarship of $1500
is awarded nationally to 12
recipients by the American
Society of Civil Engineers. I
Dumont is president of the 1
ASCE student chapter at
i
Maine.

UMaine student
coaches actor in
Gettysburg

New campus
parking policy

When the makers of the justreleased Civil War epic
Gettysburg needed to inject
realism into the role of one of
the central characters, they
turned to University of
Maine graduate studentTom
Tom Desjardin
Desjardin.
Desjardin, a doctoral
candidate in 19th-century American history, coached actor
Jeff Daniels. He plays Maine native and Union Col. Joshua
Chamberlain, who led the 20th Maine Regiment on a bayonet
charge at Gettysburg that some contend turned the Civil War
in the Union's favor.
The movie is based on the Pulitzer Prize winning novel,
The Killer Angels. The producer of the film, Ron Maxwell,
approached Desjardin several years ago to help with research.
The two have been in touch throughout the project's
development.
Desjardin worked with Daniels in Maine and on the set in
Pennsylvania. Col. Chamberlain was a Brewer native who
after the war became governor of Maine and president of
Bowdoin College. He received the Congressional Medal of
Honor during the war.

In an effort to create a greater stickers allowing them to vie and the rest of New England,
sense of community and i for the same spaces anywhere ; has a new look. In its 21st year
of publication, Le Forum has
respect for the work of all I on campus.
"Under the new system, increased its size to a tabloid
university
employees,
regardless of role or function, the support staff who open the and revamped the inside to
President Fred Hutchinson '53 buildings and get the offices resemble a magazine format.
Le Forum is the only
recently did away with the running early in the morning
university's
two-tiered will have the same chance to bilingual, bicultural journal of
compete for the best parking its kind in the United States.
employee parking.
Since the mid-1970s, spaces, and that's just how it Included in this journal are
sections
on
Quebec,
UMaine employees have should be," Hutchinson said.
academique,
folklore,
purchased different colored
genealogy, demographics,
parking decals based on job
editorials, issues, book
classification—blue
for Le Forum gets new
reviews, and announcements.
faculty, professional, and
Subscription rates are
supervisory classified staff, format
$10 in the United States and
and green for all other
$15 elsewhere. Libraries can
personnel. Blue decals allowed
access to parking lots nearer Le Forum, a socio-cultural receive Le Forum for $35. To
the center of campus. This fall, journal which exists to bridge find out more about this
however, all employees the French Fact between the journal contact Rhea Cote
received blue and white University of Maine, Maine, Robbins at 207-581-3775.
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Research
park has just remnants of old-growth
forest
A decline in the marten population
after early timber harvesting has been
attributed to forestry practices but,
according to Harrison, it could be that
increased accessibility over the network
of logging roads has put too much
trapping pressure on the marten—an
important species from an ecological,
economical and aesthetic standpoint

UMaine professor
studying marten habitat
Forest managers in the western United
States and Canada eye the native pine
marten, a sleek, fur-bearing member of
the weasel family, as their next spotted
owl But that's not necessarily true in the
East, says a University of Maine researcher
who is heading the largest marten study
ever in Maine's north woods.
Halfway through the 10-year
study, researcher Daniel J Harrison,
associate professor of wildlife, is
examining how the pressures of
timber harvesting and trapping
affect the marten He is determining
what types of forests the marten
requires forhabitatatdifferent times
of the year.
The study, supported both by
private industry and the state Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, is being
watched by environmentalists and the
timber industry, who hope to avoid a
clash reminiscent of the spotted owl forest
management issue in the Northwest
Harrison's findings to date suggest
that, contrary to previous studies in the
West and Canada, the suitable habitat for
martens includes mixed young forests
more than 20 feet in height, but does not
necessarily require the mature softwooddominated forests.
"What we're finding here is that
less than one percent of the occupied
marten range is old-growth forest. Yet at
the same time, Maine represents or
supports greater than 50 percent of the
total number of trapped martens south of
the Canadian border," Harrison says.
Harrison's early findings suggest
that, at least in the summer and fall,
martens thrive in different types of forests,
but avoid clear-cuts. The marten range
includes even the forested areas
devastated by the spruce budworm, he
says. And in Baxter State Park, Harrison
has documented some of the highest
densities of marten ever, even though the
6 MAINE
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Modern horror films reflect
our fears of crime

*

i

■- .

Remember "The Blob?" "1 Was a Teen
age Werewolf?" "The Terror7" "Little
Shop of Horrors7" How about
"Donovan's Brain7"
Even if you don't want to admit it,
you probably do remember all of these
celluloid horrors
"A lot of these films are remembered
only because of the people who are in
them," says Welch Everman, University
of Maine associate professor of English
and author of Cult Horror Films, a new book
about a genre that is as old as the medium
itself
What started out rather innocently
at age 10 when his mother let him stay up
late to watch "Frankenstein" has turned
into a lifetime connection with what
Everman calls "marginal" horror films.
"These are not big-budget films like
'The Exorcist' or 'Bram Stoker's Dracula.'
They're for people who will go to see

anything And I'm one of them A lot of
these films are just so bad they're funny
But once in awhile you stumble on a good
one," he says
A good horror film is distinguished
by good acting, a compelling plot and a
scary atmosphere, he explains
According to Everman, gems of the
genre include the 1950s-vintage "Carnival
ofSouls"and "I Bury the Living," starring
Richard Boone as a pillar of the
community buckling under the strain of
his responsibilities at the
cemetery.
Then there are the
disappointing films, horror
stories like "Blood Orgy of the
She-Devils" and "I Eat Your
Skin " In times past, before the
invention of the video cassette
recorder, Everman would sit
up through the late, late, late
show’ waiting for the payoff
promised in the title Frequently, he
waited in vain
"There was no blood, no orgy, no
skin-eating," he says
Horror films reflect the fears of the
eras in which they were made, he says.
"So in my book I'm trying to have
some fun with this trying to see what
these films say about us," he says.
Horror in the '90s is preoccupied
with vampires Everman says this trend
may reflectawide-spread fearof AIDS A
century ago, Bram Stoker's novel,
"Dracula," was published in Europe
during a syphilis epidemic, another
sexually transmitted scourge.
Excessive violence in horror is a
new development and could reflect an
increasing public fear of crime, he says.
Films like "Happy Birthday to Me," which
includes 13 killings all executed in ways
previously unseen on film, and "Day of
the Dead," which features a gruesome
decapitation, depict the variety of v violence
to which many people have become
inured
1
Cult Horror Films is due in
bookstores this fall

•
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UMaine scientists say it's
unlikely that the Antarctic
ice sheet will melt
Contradicting now-popular theory that
the East Antarctic ice sheet melted three
million years ago and could retreat again
if the earth warms, University of Maine
scientists studying the Dry Valleys region
report no evidence ot a change in the ice
sheet
"It's highly unlikely that the icesheet
will melt due to future greenhouse
warming. In fact, we find that the Antarctic
Dry Valleys region is one of the most
stable places on earth," said David
Marchant, research associate and primary
author of the new findings recently
published in Science
Marchant and colleagues from
UMaine's Institute for Quaternary Studies
have returned to Antarctica tor the last
eight years as part of a UMaine research
team testing the hypothesis ot a changing
ice sheet moving across Antarctica
The recent Science article is the first
to challenge the theory of so-called
dynamicists who argue that the ice sheets
melted when the earth was just a tew
degrees warmer than it is today
Stablists like Marchant, on the other
hand, believe the East Antaictic ice sheet
has not expanded or receded significantly
since mid-Miocene time, or about 14
million years ago
Studying the sediments in the Dry
Valleys area of Antarctica, the UMaine
team used laser technology to date
volcanic ash to about 4.3 million years
The team then looked for evidence of a
warm climate and characteristics that
would indicate changing ice sheets.
"If the ice sheets melted, you would
see evidence of melt-water streams, glacial
out-wash, and mud flows. In fact, all of
the things that you see in Switzerland
near glaciers should be present in
Antarctica We don't see this evidence,"
Marchant said
Instead, according to Marchant, the
team found frost cracks and desert
pavement that indicate a climate well
below zero "What we found was that it

was a very cold, dry climate and there
was nothing associated with a warm, wet
climate/' he said.

UMaine Compost Project
producing high quality
mulch while it reduces
waste stream

i

!
i

Visiting UMaine professor
develops new synthetic
sunscreen
i
Walter C Dunlap, a visiting professor at
the University of Maine this fall, has
developed a synthetic sunscreen which is
being evaluated for human use. Dunlap,
along with his associates from the
Australian Institute of Marine Science and
others at ICI-Australia, produced this
sunscreen from tropical marine
organisms
Dunlap noticed that although
Queensland, Australia, has the highest i
incidence of sun-induced human skin
cancer in the world, the corals and other
organisms in the clear shallows of the
Great Barrier Reef can withstand long
term exposure to the sun. These coral-reef
organisms protect their tissues with
chemical compounds that absorb
ultraviolet radiation.
During his stay at UMaine, Dunlap
is teaching a laboratory-oriented course
with Malcolm Shick, professor of zoology,
on the ultraviolet photobiological
chemistry of marine organisms.

Recycling initiatives, innovative research
and economic realities have combined in
the University of Maine Compost Project
to create marketable, high-quality mulch
while reducing the solid waste stream on
campus.
Earlier this summer, the first
UMaine-made compost was available for
sale in the Brewer Agway store on a trial
basis. The first 55 cubic yards, advertised
by a small, hand-written sign in the store
that read: "UMaine Compost," sold out
in a matter of weeks. The finished compost
being sold and used on campus is
unscreened (not super-fine consistency),
but has been through the composting
process, including being kept at 140
degrees Fahrenheit for three days to kill
weed seed and fungus.
"Composting on campus to this
point had been a cooperative, low-funded
operation," according to Scott Wilkerson
'88, UMaine waste reduction and
recycling coordinator. "Now we're
looking to expand to include food waste
in the compost as a waste management
tactic—keeping the postconsumer waste
from going to PERC or down the drain in
the dining commons."
The Compost Project, operated by
Facility
Management's
Waste
Management Shop in cooperation with
the Department of Bio-Resource
Engineering began in 1990. The Project
was expanded in 1992 when leaf and yard
waste from Orono was collected—
increasing the volume of composted
material five-fold. It was aided
dramatically by the invention of a compost
turner by UMaine researcher Tom
Christensen, associate professor of bio
resource and forest engineering. Now the
Compost Project is looking to expand
again, this time to tackle the 15-20 tons of
post-consumer waste, leftovers, and plate
scrappings generated on campus
annually.
It is estimated that in the past three
years, UMaine's municipal solid waste
stream has been reduced by 63 percent.
FALL 1993 7

CAMPUS
Sports

The Professor of Basketball
At Maine, coach Rudy Keeling gets to do what he loves—teach basketball and stress
academics. Now all he wants is to lead his team to the NCAA Tournament.
By Chad Finn '94
hen Rudy Keeling was a little for Keeling in 1988-'89 and became his
boy growing up in Harlem, he assistant coach three years later, Keeling
had a dream. It wasn't the puts as much emphasis on his players
excelling
typical dream of growing up to become
a in the classroom as he does on
professional athlete that is so often the the basketball court
"When the kids come in here as
only way poor children think they will
get out of the slums. No, Rudy Keeling freshmen, Rudy makes it known that he
had a different dream—he wanted to expects them to work just as hard on their
become a college professor
academics as they do at basketball,"
"I was one of those kids that couldn't LaPlante said "We have this thing called
wait for the summer to end so we could the 'passageway to success ' It's a list of
get back to school," said Keeling, now 44 people who have been through this
and the head coach of the University of program and what they are doing today
Maine men's basketball team. "I just really We have people—former players—that
enjoyed learning, and I thought that when are doctors, lawyers, coaches in the NBA
I grew up, I'd like to teach others "
When kids see that, they realize that they
Keeling has become a college professor can be successful too if they work at it "
of sorts, though the path he took led him
And although Keeling's job in the highin a different direction than he expected. pressure world of college basketball
The man who UMaine assistant coach requires that he win or become extinct—
Mike LaPlante '89 calls "a teacher, above in theory forcing him to recruit kids that
all else," instead gives his lessons on the i may be great rebounders or defenders
hardwood of a college basketball court '■ but marginal students—he has made a
rather than on the dusty chalkboard of a concerted effort to attract kids who are as
university classroom.
good in a Stevens Hall classroom as they
Keeling goes into his sixth season as are on the court at Alfond Arena
the head coach at UMaine having had
"Look at Terry Hunt or Chris Collins,"
success rarely equalled in the 74-year Keeling said, referring to his pair of
history of Black Bear basketball He is sophomore forwards. "Terry was the
only the third coach ever to have won 50 president of his senior class, he would
games in their career at UMaine (he has have been recruited by our school as a
won 60 while losing 84). His 1991-'92 studentevenifhecouldn't play basketball
team won 17 games, the third-best total in And Chris is a biology major who had a
school history. And, perhaps most 4 2 GPA on a 4.0 scale in high school
impressively, 13 of the 14 players he has because he took advanced placement
coached have either graduated or are still classes. Those are the type of kids we
working toward their degrees The 14th, want m our program."
former Black Bear guard Derrick Hodge,
Keeling nurtured his respect for
is planning on re-enrolling.
academics as that studious young boy in
According to LaPlante, who played New York. But as he grew older, he also

W
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realized a love for athletics, particularly
basketball As a student at Bishop DuBoi
High School, Keeling earned All-Nev
York City honors as a guard whili
graduating sixth in his class in 1966.
Keeling parlayed his intelligence an<
athletic skills into a scholarship to thi
University ot Notre Dame, where hi
played on the freshman basketball tean
while study ingelectrical engineering. Bu
as a 5-foot-8 point guard on a team tha
was trying to build a national identity
Keeling didn't feel like he had much of;
future.
"It was a great university, and if
could do it all over again, I probably
would have stayed," Keeling said "But
really didn't see myself becoming a bij
part of their program They had guy s liki
Austin Carr (a former Notre Dame All
American who became a star for the NBA':
Cleveland Cavaliers) and I didn't think
fit in, so I transferred "
Keeling moved on to Quincy College
an NAIA basketball powerhouse h
Peoria, Illinois He played basketball anc
baseball at Quincy, and led them to twe
NAIA tournament appearances in hi;
three seasons as their starting point guard
Meanwhile, his studies continued t(
consume a big part of his time—h(
graduated with a degree in math in 1970
"It's funny I never really intended t(
go into coaching," Keeling said "After
graduated, 1 went through a managemen
training program for the Caterpilla
Tractor Company and I though that was
what I was going to do. I thought I was
done with basketball "
But a children's team at the churcf
L

«

«

«

where Keeling had married his wife Jane
needed a basketball coach, and a priest
who had remembered Keeling from his
playing days at Quincy asked him to take
the job. He did not realize how much it
would change his life's course.
"I missed being around the gym, and it
was an informal, fun thing, almost like a
hobby," Keeling said. "I really didn't think
much of it at the time."
Eventually, the kids Keeling coached
at the St. Thomas Church moved on to the
nearby Bergan High School, where they
were coached by a man named Terry
Knapp. Knapp was impressed with how
well Keeling's former pupils understood
the game of basketball, and asked Keeling
to become one of his assistants. There was
one catch, however—Keeling would have
to give up his Caterpillar job.
"I had just finished my training (at

Caterpillar)," Keeling said. "To take the
coaching job, 1 had to take an $8,000 pay
cut. We had three little kids, but I talked
it over with my family and we decided to
go for it "
/
A year later, Knapp left and Keeling
inherited the head job. In his three years
(1977-80) at Bergan, Keeling's team
compiled a 61-19 record, and in 1979-'8O
he was named the Illinois State Coach of
the Year.
Dick Versace, the head coach at nearby
Bradley University, noticed the success
Keeling had at Bergan and offered him a
job as an assistant. Keeling, seeing the
chance to take a giant leap up the coaching
ladder, accepted.
Keeling's years at Bradley were both
enjoyable and successful. His ties to
academics still strong, Keeling was in
charge of the players' academic programs

while also recruiting the core of the
Bradley team that went 32-3 in 1985-'86.
Among Keeling's recruits at Bradley
was Hersey Hawkins, now an All-Star
guard for the NBA's Charlotte Hornets.
Versace left Bradley for the NBA after
the '85-'86 campaign and Keeling, in his
sixth year as an assistant, thought natural
progression meant the job was his. He
was wrong. The Bradley Athletic Director
wanted a high-profile coach and opted
for Stan Albeck, a former NBA head coach.
So with one year left on his contract,
Keeling left for an assistant's job with
Marquette University under head coach
Bob Duquette. It was at Marquette that
Keeling first came in contact with Maine.
"I met (former UMaine AD) Kevin
White while he was out there interviewing
for the Marquette AD job," Keeling said.
"The next year, I contacted him at Maine,
FALL 1993 9

because we were looking for a "bop" for Bears posted a 17-15 record, their first
our tournament. A "bop" is a team that is winning season since '83-'84, and finished
regarded as an automatic win for the third in the conference behind Delaware
home team, and Maine had that and Drexel—two first-year league
reputation. Well, Kevin and I got talking, members.
and he mentioned that (former UMaine)
Ironically, though, Keeling's
coach Skip Chappelle '62 was in the commitment to academics may have kept
process of resigning. He asked me if I was his team from achieving even more of
interested in applying and I said yes."
their goals in '91-'92.
Derrick Hodge, heading into his senior
Keeling remembers his flight into
Maine for the interview with amusement. year, had been expected to be the Black
"It was my first trip to Maine, and I Bears most potent offensive weapon as
remember looking out the window and well as their defensive stopper in the '91seeing all of the trees," Keeling said "I '92 season. He was voted by the
remember thinking that's what it must conferences' coaches as a pre-season All
have looked like to the pioneers "
League choice, and would be the
Keeling got the job, and immediately centerpiece of UMaine's most triumphant
undertook a task even the pioneers would season ever.
have found challenging—building the
But as brilliant as Hodge was on the
downtrodden UMaine program into a basketball court, he was considerably less
winner.
gifted in the classroom. His grades were
In Keeling's first season, the Black Bears decent enough to keep him eligible by
posted a 9-19 record while attempting to NCAA standards; they weren't however,
adjust from Chappelle's half-court, up to Keeling's stringent ideals.
deliberate offense to Keeling's controlled
"We decided to sit Derrick out,"
fast break style. It was a trying year.
Keeling said "He needed the opportunity
"I was coaching Skip's kids (recruits), to be a student for awhile. We demand so
and it was hard on the older players to much of these kids’ bodies, yet we expect
adjust to me," Keeling said "Plus, I came their minds to be everything. All we can
in with the intention of building a give these kids is a degree, and basketball
program, so I used young guys like was interfering with that for Derrick. "
Derrick (Hodge) and Marty (Higgins) in
Hodge sat out the first semester. When
place of veterans. It didn't go over too he returned, he was rusty Meanwhile,
well with some of them."
Maine lost to Miami by 5 and Iowa State
But the next season, behind by 5, games where Derrick Hodge would
sophomores Hodge and Higgins, the have made the difference between a
Black Bearsimproved to 11-17 Itappeared thrilling win and disheartening loss. But
as though Keeling's building at least had that's the way Rudy Keeling, the professor
a foundation.
of basketball, operates. As much as wins
The Black Bears continued improving, and losses mean to him professionally,
and in the 1990-'91 season, a freshman the lives of his players mean much more.
class of Terrell, Francois Bouchard, Deonte
Now Keeling is facing a test of his own.
Hursey and Ken Barnes led UMaine to a High expectations of last year's team were
13-16 record and all the way to the finals not met. A preseason ranking of 57th
of the North Atlantic Conference nationally was followed by a
tournament. One more win, and Keeling's disappointing 10-17season. Whispers that
dream of reaching the NCAA tournament Keeling was a superb recruiter and a
field of 64 would have become a reality.
subpar bench coach began to permeate
"That was our turning point," Keeling I Alfond Arena.
said. "We played on national TV, the
UMaine Athletic Director Mike Ploszek
freshman class was the 50th best class in heard those whispers. However, he
the country, and we had a 7-3 record in believes that Keeling will use the last two
the conference Heading into '91-'92, our years of his current contract to silence
expectations were extremely high."
them.
And they nearly met them. The Black
"Rudy is an intelligent man and an
10 MAINE

extremely hard worker," Ploszek said.
"I've only been here for three of his six
years, but from what I've seen, he'll do all
he can to get the program to the level we
want it at. Hopefully, he'll prove that last
year was an aberration."
Keeling is convinced that it was. "We'll
be back. People forget the level that this
team was at a few years ago and how far
we've come since then. Now, they expect
us to win, and we will. In a few years, we'll
be the premier program in this league."
A comparison both Keeling and his
staff like to make is with the University of
Massachusetts. Back in the mid '80s, the
Minutemen were generally considered
the worst Division 1 program in the
country. But John Calipari took over the
team in 1989 and has since led them to
regular appearances in the NCAA
tournament Ironically, Calipari was a
finalist for the Maine job in 1988—Keeling
beat him out.
"Remember when UMass burst on the
scene a few years ago?" Mike LaPlante
asked "Well, that's what we are striving
for. I don't know that we can get to the
point where we are in the top 20 like they
are, but I think we can rule the NAC the
same way that they rule the Atlantic-10.
We want to be the dominant team in our
conference and make the NCAA every
year It'sachievable,and it's only a matter
of time."
But is Keeling, the man who climbed
the coaching ladder so rapidly, willing to
make the commitment necessary to lead
his team to the ultimate success7 He
thinks so
"When I first came here, I viewed it as
a stepping-stone to a bigger program,"
Keeling said "But not anymore.
Everything I could want is right here. I
want the NCAA bids. I want the UMasstype of success And I want my kids to
graduate. That's the best-case scenario
here, and that is the job I have always
wanted. Now, I have it."
And you have to believe him After all,
who would have thought that determined
young boy from the inner city would find
his dream job in the 'wilderness' of Maine?
Like he always has, Rudy Keeling will get
the job done—with time to spare.
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NCAA MERCHANDISE
1. Black bear Magic
$12.00
2. “Sahara” Polo shirt $28.95
3. Clappers - $2.95
4. 42-1-2 Video-$19.95
5. “Gear” Polo shirt $37.95
6. “Gear" Sweatshirt $40.95
7. "Gear” Jacket Navy/Black - $62.95

i) Champion Hockey sweatshirt $41.95
|) Champion Soccer T- Shirt $11.95
[:) Champion Baseball T-Shirt $11.95
[)) Team Maine Adj. Cap (wool) $12.95
) U. of M. Hockey Jersey (CCM) $30.95
(kids) ($36.95 adults- $38.95 XXL)
) Champion Basketball Sweatshirt $40.95
i) Champion Sweatpants $26.95
) Old English M wool cap 6 5/8-7 3/4 18.95
Champion Football Sweatshirt $40.95
) Team Maine Adjustable Cap $12.95
) Andrew Rohan Hockey Sweater $36.95
) Pom Pom - $1.25
(I) Champion Maine Sweatshirt $41.95
) Maine T-Shirt “The Game” $14.95
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CAMPUS
The Arts

Recapturing the Excitement
at the MCA
The Maine Center for the Arts new director is
booking a wide range of performances that appeal to
students as well as to the classical crowd. But
whether it is Bach or Rock, the bottom line for John
Patches is always excellence.

A

By Jim Frick
ohn Patches has set a lot of ambitious was on the downshde I think we have a
goals as the new director of the Maine program this year that will give the MCA
Center for the Arts. But there is one a new beginning But sustaining that
goal that overrides all others
vitality is not easy "
"When people think of the Maine
In addition to the season series, Patches
Center for the Arts, I want them to think is planning a number of add-on
of one hell of an evening of performances that will include an even
entertainment—an evening they will wider range of entertainment—including
enjoy and remember," he says
country, and hold on to your hats folks—
Patches has gone a long way toward rock.
achieving that goal with his programming
The question of bringing rock to the
for the MCA's 1993-94 season From jazz MCA has been an issue at the university
master Wynton Marsalis to the Leipzig for many years But it was not a hard
Gewandhaus
Orchestra;
from : decision for Patches
Shakespearean comedy to the ghost
"Elitism has no place here," he says
stories of Stephen King; from the satire of "In any field there is good and bad, and
the Capitol Steps to the passion of "Porgy there is some wonderful rock and popular
and Bess;" and from classic ballets to the entertainment out there that is very
modern dance of Martha Graham; the appropriate for the MCA, especially since
season reflects the "something for we have put a cap on decibel levels."
everyone" philosophy of John Patches.
Patches thinks the MCA slowly
It also reflects the new director's desire i developed a reputation for being
to bring top quality acts to Orono and to something of a mausoleum of high art—
try to recapture the excitement of the especially among students
early years of the MCA.
"It became a place you didn't encroach
"The place opened with a bang in '86 upon except by special invitation,"
and for a number of years there was some Patches says. "That is looking at it
very exciting programming here," Patches backwards if you ask me. Ultimately our
says " But when I got here almost everyone mission here is tied to students. We can't
I met told me they thought programming be exclusionary."
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Actually Patches began bringing
special rock and blues entertainers to the
MCA last year when he was still interirr
director Some people accused him o:
desecrating the Hutchins Concert Hall
but those events pulled in large number
*
of UMaine students, many seeing the
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MCA for the first time. Patches believes
by having performers students want to
see, he is creating future audiences for the
arts.
Another innovative idea that brought
a new audience to the MCA was a big
screen presentation of the Black Bear's

national championship hockey game last
April. The event was free and Patches
allowed campus fraternities to sell
popcorn and candy.
"We got people in here who had never
seen the Maine Center for the Arts,"
Patches says. "It let us show support for
the athletic department and it let us say to
folks in the area,'Hey here we are. We are
part of the culture of the region.'"
Some folks on campus were not pleased
with Patches' decision to show sports
events in the MCA, and many feared that
the place would be trashed. But it wasn't,
and when a front page photo of cheering
Black Bear fans at the Maine Center for
the Arts appeared on the front page of the
Baiigoi Daily News the next day, John
Patches could not have been more pleased.
It's all part of the Patches approach—
make art and performance user-friendly,
make it fun. As part of that approach he
has plans to serve food and beverages
during the intermission portion of MCA
performances. People will be able to
reserve a table in the Bodwell Lounge
where among other items, dessert and
champagne will be available. Beverages
and snacks will be served in other parts of
the MCA.
The new director has other ideas for
making more use of the Bodwell Lounge,
which seats 200. Already, he has
developed a monthly jazz series, which
kicked off on October 15 with a
performance by guitarist David Blum.
Patches is clearly enjoying the
challenges of his new job. He is also
enjoying being a permanent resident of
Maine—something which 18 months ago
he never dreamed would happen. At that
time he was living in New York City,
operating a small, nonprofit organization
devoted to introducing international
works to the United States.
Then in July 1992 he received a call
from UMaine cultural affairs dean Elaine
Albright. She explained that the man just
selected as the new MCA director, Ralph
Sandler, had suffered a stroke and was
not able to take over the job. She asked
Patches if he would be willing to take a
six-month appointment until Sandler
recovered.
Patches had been highly recommended

by International Performing Arts, Inc., a
professional and consulting organization
which he helped found. He had two
decades of experience as a leader in
performing arts production, primarily at
the University of New York at Stony
Brook, where he developed the highlyacclaimed International Theater Festival.
The offer came at the right time for
Patches. He was looking to get back into
performing arts production, and the
downturn in the economy had slowed his
fledgling business. In addition, he knew
and liked Sandler, and he saw this as an
opportunity to help out a friend and fellow
professional.
When Patches arrived in Orono for an
interview he was greatly impressed with
the facility. But he was even more
impressed with the people. One meeting
with President Fred Hutchinson and
Elaine Albright and he was sold.
"I know academicians, and I know
college administrators," he said in an
interview last year. "I have never been so
impressed with a president and a dean
being so direct with me. I knew it would
be a joy to work with these people."
When it became apparent that
Sandler's health was going to prevent
him from assuming the job, Patches
decided to apply for the position of
permanent director. At about the same
time his wife Elizabeth received an
appointment as the voice instructor at
Colby College.
"Everything fell into place," Patches
says. "The way it all turned out, well I
think it was fate."
Now as permanent director, Patches
has restored a vision and sense of purpose
that was missing after 2 years without
stable leadership. That gap in leadership,
he says, left him with a major rebuilding
effort.
"What I found when I got here," he
says, "was a wonderful facility that was
no longer in the consciousness of the
people of the state. Business and corporate
sponsorship had dropped over 90 percent
from 1986. The programming had slid
downhill, there were staff morale
problems, and relationships between the
MCA and university departments were
not strong. The place had lost some of its
FALL 1993 13

CAMPUS
vitality There was a need for healing and
direction."
Although the programming is what
the public sees, Patches is working hard
on numerous other, less visible goals that
he hopes will strengthen all of the arts at
the university
One that is on the top of his list is
reestablishing a strong advisory board
for the MCA. When he arrived on the
scene, that once strong board was defunct
Patches has already gone a long way
toward revitalizing the group In addition
to state leaders, he is looking for several
high profile artists to help giv e the Center
visibility. Already he has recruited world
renowned pianist Lorin Hollander
Patches hopes that a strong advisory
board will help him with another
important acti\ ity, fund raising. He has
set an ambitious goal of building a $15 to
$20 million endowment for the
performing arts at the university
That goal will go not just into MCA
programming but to a general upgrading
of the performing arts at Maine
"We have to reestablish the MCA as a
statewide resource," Patches says "With
the building of the Center for the Study of
the Performing Arts (see sidebar this
page) now looking as if it will become a
reality, well, that adds a certain urgency
to my work. When the Maine Center and
the Hauck Auditorium are connected by
a new performing arts building we are
going to wake up and find we have the
largest cultural center in New England
right here in Orono Then we have to ask
how all of this can benefit the state "
One way is through outreach "A great
many schools in Maine have had to
eliminate art and music programs,"
Patches says, "and I think the Maine
Center for the Arts and both the fine arts
and performing arts programs can be a
great help throughout the state."
All of which fits into the new director's
overall vision—making the Maine Center
for the Arts a highly visible statewide
resource—a state treasure
It already is a treasure to the new
director. "There's no place like it any where
in Maine," Patches says proudly.

New Performing Arts Building Will
Connect Hauck Auditorium with MCA
round w ill be broken this spring tor
a new Center tor the Study of the
Performing Arts which will give the
University of Maine the largest cultural
facility in New Fngland
The building, which will connect the
MaineCenter for the Arts w ith the Hauck
Auditorium, should be open for classes
by the fall of 1995
The center will serve as the new home
for the departments of music and
theater/dance In fact the building will
be designed to maximize interaction
between the departments, resulting in
an interdisciplinary approach to the
performing arts at the university
The new building is expected to cost
$6 million, of w hich $2 million w ill come
from a voter approved 1988 bond issue
About half of the remaining $4 million
Leonard Minsky *50
has already been raised through private
donations through the Campaign tor
Maine
j
"I just wanted to recognize the
Leading the way in support for the
value ot the arts here at Maine."
new center is Leonard Minsky ’50 and
his wife Renee, whose gift will go
toward a 250-seat recital hall which will
61 Collins, H Allen 54 and Sally '55
be named in their honor
Fernaid, Hank 65 and Cynthia
"My wife and I just w’anted to Schmelzer,John VV Ballou 49, Fred'53
recognize the value of the arts here at and Dione 54 Hutchinson, Mark 54
Maine," Minsky said "The universit} 's and Mary Jane Cohen, Baibara Bod w-ell
arts programs have greatly enriched our
45, Alvin'44 and Jude McNeilly, and
lives "
Alan 58 and Sheila 66 Meiutt In
Minsky, a volunteer leader in the addition, a major gift was given by
Campaign for Maine, believes the center Professor Ementus Richard Hill and
will elevate the quality of all the arts at his wife Elizabeth
the university, and have a major impact
In addition to the mdiv idual naming
on the citizens of the state
donations, the UMaine Class of 1944,
In addition to serving the performing led by Russell Bod well '44, has pledged
arts at UMaine, the new building wnll be $1,000,000 to the effort
available for community arts
Along w'ith the lecital hall, the new7
organizations such as the Bangor center will provide classrooms,
Symphony Orchestra and the Bangor rehearsal rooms, faculty offices, exhibit
Symphony Youth Orchestra
preparation and restoiation space,
Among the other numerous UMaine offices for the Hudson Museum, and
alumni who have given generously to offices and additional lavatories for
the new facility are Richard ’59 and Anne I the Maine Center for the Arts
*
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rder Today For Our Other
orld-Class Performances:
Il

lovember 19

ebecca of Sunnybrook Fann
ecember 11

•iusica Antiqua Koln
inuary 14

tynamO Theatre

inuary 29

rahms Requiem
S A'■

WiBFw. • •

zbruary 5
lie Reduced Shakespeare

rnipany

I

’bruary 10
lie Great Dinosaur

Jg

Mystery

adama Butterfly

I ,

bruary 13

rtsFest ’94

The Clancy Brothers /
Northeast Winds

w
x-

At..

Satuiday, November 13, 8:00 PM , $16/$ 14
Magical emerald sparks will fly when The Clancy
Brothers meet Maine’s own Northeast Winds on
stage for this heart-warming Gaelic extravaganza

g Band’94 With Guy
mbardo’s Royal Canadians

__________ l Sac

’bruary 26

rican Heritage Tour
\93I94

i

irch 5

trtha Graham
mce Company

__ __

Ghost Stories by Stephen King
Sunday, November 14, 7 00 PM., $15/13
Youth version, Monday, Nov 15, 10 00AM., $10
A deliciously spooky evening of tales by
horrormeister and Maine alum, Stephen
King translated chillingly to the stage
by Troupe America

irch 16

ggsh the Ladies
$<:?•

•

irch 25

sedei — The Russian Clowns

Guitar Summit
i!
Wednesday, November 17, 7:00 PM., $16/$14
Four living legends on one stage- Joe Pass, jazz
,■
guitar progenitor; Leo Kottke, fiery American ongina
Pepe Romero, impeccable virtuoso, and renowned
flamenco guitarist Paco Pena.

Hp

rgy

and Bess

rillO

ildeniy of St. Martin
the Fields

i Wizard of Oz

MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
ARTS

1123

'enia Zukerman

(orcaH I011')'"
-X.

At The University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469-5746

The Changing
Climate of
Maine Agriculture
nce, amidst its stately vine-covered lecture halls, the University o

While downsizing

O

Maine had a barnyard, complete with clucking hens, mooing cows

and a shift to

and serious young future farmers learning the practical rudiments o

poultry, dairy, and potato farming. After all, UMaine was the state's "Co

sustainable

College," a land grant school founded to serve and promote Maine agriculture

Today the barnyard is gone, as are the hens and most of the cows. Indeed

agriculture are -

occurring at the

enroll as business majors, learning how to market and maximize profits fro

university, Maine

UMaine. The newly-formed College of Forestry and Agriculture now offer

farmers are

>

when today's farmers-to-be arrive at UMaine, they are increasingly likely t

their crops. Old-fashioned practical farming courses are virtually extinct a

courses and training concerned with sustainable land use practices, produc
testing and development, nutrition and environmental concerns, and th
»

I

|

emerging discipline of aquaculture.

responding to hard

Does this mean that UMaine has abdicated its original purpose as educationa
and intellectual steward to generations of Maine farmers?

times by employing

Not if you believe that Maine farming is an increasingly high-tech business
I

business techniques

such as direct
marketing and value9

•

added processing.

where the owner, whether a family or not, needs expertise in marketing, crop
management, and environmentally sound land use.

* I

"The farmer of the future is a businessman, likely to come from a wide rang
I of backgrounds," says UMaine president Fred Hutchinson. "Once there wer

more farms and they kind of blended into each other. Now there are fewer

farms, but the larger farms have grown, becoming more integrated and more

'

like a business."

■

1
,!
I

Hutchinson's philosophy is an accurate guide to UMaine's new direction

s.

. *

'k /-

•

in providing for the educational needs of the state's agricultural sector.

BY CHARLES HORNE 71

"Years ago we had dairy, poultry, and potato degree programs," notes
* ••
flB
Mark Anderson, associate director of the Maine Agricultural and Fores^
>
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Experiment Station at UMaine. "Now we
have degree programs that deal with the
whole farming system, like agribusiness
and resource economics, human nutrition
and foods, food industry systems, and
sustainable agriculture."
While Anderson agrees that Maine
farming has grown more businessoriented, he sees another trend in the
agricultural instruction offered by
UMaine. "Student interest in recent years
has moved more toward ecologicallyoriented issues and careers. In the 1980s,
students were largely descended from
more conservative, businessoriented Eisenhower-era parents
and student interest rose in business
—
careers. In the 1990s, students are
likely to be descended from the 1960s
parental generation, more interested
in liberal, social, and environmental
issues."
Anderson's thesis is buttressed
by the growth in state and federal
environmental regulations that have
forced reductions in the use of
pesticides and other chemicals in
crop growing. Not surprisingly,
•
student interest is up m ecological
studies at UMaine, especially in
programs like sustainable agriculture.
"Ten years ago no one studied
sustainable agriculture at UMaine," notes
Anderson. "We changed our general
agricultural degree program to
sustainable agriculture five years ago.
Now there are 42 students in the program,
reflecting steady growth."
In pursuing sustainable agriculture,
students learn about growing crops and
maintaining the soil in ways that minimize
or eliminate the use of chemical additives
like fertilizers or pesticides. There are all
kinds of sustainable agriculture
techniques, both old and new, like crop
rotation, introduction of natural predators
for crop pests, growth of legumes as cover
crops, innovative plowing techniques,
and many more.
"But it's not just environmental
regulations restricting the use of certain
fungicides, herbicides, and fertilizers that
have created problems for farmers," says
Wallace Dunham, who just retired as dean
of the former UMaine College of Applied
Sciences and Agriculture. "Many of these
pesticides and chemicals are very
expensive and sustainable agriculture is
a potentially cost-effective alternative."
Dunham has pushed for sustainable
agriculture research at all of UMaine's
18 MAINE

farm sites, including Blueberry Hill Farm
in Jonesboro, Highmoor Farm (apples,
other fruits) in Monmouth, the Witter
Center sites (some dairy, sheep, a large
sustainable agriculture crop site) near the
UMaine campus, and Aroostook Farm in
Presque Isle, where the Potato Eco-System
Project is aimed at reducing dependence
on pesticides.
Perhaps more than anyone else at
UMaine in recent years, Dunham has
witnessed and personally affected
changes in the school's agricultural
curriculum. He is widely regarded as a

"Now we have degree
programs that deal with

the whole farming

system."

•
progressive voice in agricultural
education and he is taking his activism
into retirement. Dunham is working to
create a consortium for UMaine and
•* t • the
other New England land grant
universities to assure that students in the
region will have access to the major aspects
of an agricultural education
Dunham isn't alone in this endeavor.
The agricultural deans of all of the New
England land grant universities support
the consortium idea.
C .? J
"In some traditional agricultural coprse
areas, there are so few students per school
that it is no longer feasible for the school
to offer the course," Dunham explains.
"But one school in the consortiin can
offer the course for students throughout
New England with teleconferencing if
needed to provide access." The
consortium approach already applies to
agricultural education courses. "There
are only 22 students in New England
currently studying agricultural
education," says Dunham. "So we send
UMaine students to the University of New
Hampshire for a year to take those courses,
but the students still graduate from
UMaine." .. .
With Dunham's retirement from
UMaine, the forestry and agriculture
•

^3.

*•*

I
I
I

I

I

colleges merged this summer to become
the College of Natural Resources,
Forestry, and Agriculture. G. Bruce
Wiersma '64, former forestry dean,
continues as dean of the merged college.
Like Dunham, Wiersma sees continued
changes in both agricultural and forestry
curricula.
"We're using a more interdisciplinary
approach in some areas," says Wiersma.
"For example, some forestry programs
reach out to the wildlife, soils, and geology
departments. From the agricultural side,
the food science and nutrition
departments are now joined
together."
Dunham also supports the
interdisciplinary approach in some
areas. "Today's farmers need more
value-added products, which
requires knowledge of produce
development, marketing, and
distribution "
Despite these administrative and
philosophical changes, hard
economics is a major reason for the
new agricultural curriculum. Many
two year agricultural programs
have been eliminated due to lack of
demand. Three of the four major
cow herds have been sold in recent years,
and UMaine's pasteurizing plant was
closed this year, eliminating seven
positions, in a major cutback of the dairy
research operation.
"We were losing $400,000 a year on the
dairy operation," says Hutchinson. "We
would make $300,000 a year on the
processed milk, but it cost $700,000 a year
to run the operation."
Dunham notes that there
> was not
enough research activity at the dairy to
justify the cost. "And labor costs were
high because at a typical farm you work
16 hours a day, but at our dairy the
unionized employees worked shorter
hours for higher wages."
Still, the dairy research operation will
continue at UMaine, with the budget
slashed by about 80 percent. The
remaining 80 Holstein cows will be
retained for their raw milk, which will be
sold for processing. Hutchinson believes
the dairy operation can be maintained,
even if cows have to be leased in the
future.
Clearly, UMaine's agricultural
curriculum has dramatically changed in
recent years. But do these changes reflect
what is happening on Maine farms? And
what do Maine farmers think about the

Innovation in Agriculture: Cousins Lance Smith '72 (right) and Greg Smith '90.

New technology in The County could revolutionize food packaging.
Photograph and story by Jennifer Wixson

wo fifth generation farmers from at the rate we want," says Lance Smith '72.
To date the Smiths' broccoli project
Aroostook County are about to
launch what they hope will be has been guarded as closely as the formula
the world's next generation of for
foodCoca Cola. Everyone involved with
processing. If the new process works on a Atlantic Fresh—from the principals to
large scale, first cousins Lance and Greg the technicians who work on the
line—has
signed
Smith strike gold. If the process fails, they production
strike out—at more than a $500,000 loss. confidentiality agreements. In August, the
"It was fate that we ended up with the Smiths began full-scale production with
technology," says 39-year-old Greg Smith their secret in tact.
More than 3,000 acres of broccoli are in
'90, co-partner of Atlantic Fresh, the
cousins' Caribou company. "We're just commercial production this season in
not sure yet if it was good fate or bad fate." Aroostook County—half of that by the
Using modified atmosphere packaging Smiths. What started 10 years ago as a
technology—called "map-tech," for small alternative crop to potatoes now
short—the Smiths can store fresh broccoli employs hundreds of local residents as
for three weeks with no ice, no well as dozens of migrant workers.
From the outside, the beige aluminum
preservatives, no irradiation, no chemicals
and no additives. Yet the broccoli remains building that houses Atlantic Fresh in the
as fresh as the moment the head was Caribou Light Industrial Park could be
just another modern potato shed. Inside,
picked in the field.
The process is actually a refinement of however, its stainless steel and copper
technology developed by Dr. Ruth Wu in appointments, bright lights and sterilethe middle 1980s at the University of looking environment more closely
British Columbia. Wu designed a resemble a medical center.
A metal staging rises from the center of
packaging process that lowers the
respiration rate of produce by modifying the warehouse-sized space like an
the atmosphere inside a specially operating table. Half a dozen workers
designed carton. The map-tech process wearing white lab coats, hair nets and
literally puts the broccoli to sleep.
surgical gloves encircle the staging: as the
"There's a membrane incorporated into green heads of broccoli appear, each head
the liner paper of the carton which allows receives a clean cut on the stalk with
the carbon dioxide and oxygen to transfer knives the workers dip in a mild chlorine

T

solution between cuts.
To the right of the trim table, the
broccoli heads bob along like plastic ducks
in a bathtub through an ice water chlorine
bath and ice shower that kill any bacteria
and mold. Once clean and sanitized, the
broccoli floats up onto a white plastic
conveyor belt which drops it into a
refrigerated room where it passes through
a series of "air knives" to dry.
Finally, 20 pounds at a time is packed
in a carton that moves to the special
machine that seals the carton airtight. The
atmosphere inside is modified by
changing the ratios of gases (carbon
dioxide, oxygen and nitrogen) present in
the everyday air to lower the respiration
rate of the product. Once the process is
complete, the carton of now-sleeping
broccoli is stacked in a cold room at 32
degrees Fahrenheit.
The Smiths plan to ship 750,000 cartons
of broccoli this season, 20 percent using
the map-tech process and the balance
using standard icing techniques.
"We're going to limit (map-tech) sales
the first year," says Lance Smith,"only
offering it to the few customers who we
feel can do the best job with it for us. We
want to manage growth—not just throw
the product out there in the marketplace."
(Courtesy of the Maine Tinies)
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Barnes can understand why fewer
changes taking place in their field |
including concepts such as sustainable career-seekers are going into farming. "It
is much harder today because of
agriculture?
Bruce Barnes '72, a Fort Fairfield-based regulations and the need to grow a larger
potato farmer, studied resource business variety of potatoes One year you'll grow
management while at UMaine in the early a certain variety, and the next year that
1970s
Barnes is not opposed to variety is not wanted. In addition, the
sustainable agriculture, but is more price tor potatoes is depressed "
Barnes, a seed potato grower, would
concerned about the short-term survival
like to cut back on fertilizer pesticides,
of Aroostook County's potato industry
"If things don't start turning around in but is skeptical that sustainable agneu lture
the next year or two, the industry will be techniques can currently work "If
someone could show me a more feasible
shot," he says.
And Barnes' fears are backed up by way, I'd do it "
If any Maine farmer typifies the
statistics. Although Maine potato farmers
had a good year in 1993, the trend in the traditions and heritage of Maine
past four decades shows a steady decline agriculture it is Irene Bradford, a 1937
in the number of farms and farm land At UMaine graduate Bradford, who retired
the pinnacle of Maine potato farming in in 1988,studied history at UMaine, taught
the late 1940s and early 1950s, there were at Patten Academy for many years, then
about4,000 farmers and well over 200,000 replaced her husband as operator of the
acres of the crop being harvested By the family farm when he died in 1958
Bradford agrees that potato farming is
early 1970s, the number of potato growers
had dropped to 1,100 farming about more difficult today "We used to grow
114,000 acres Today there are between Cobblers, Superiors, Kennebecs, and
500 to 600 potato farmers working about Russets, now theie are so many varieties,
they goby numbers instead of names It's
81,000 acres (a figure that has held steady
become far more technical and more
in the past few years).

expensive."
But for Bradford potato farming was
never easy. In the ups and downs of the
industry, the Bradfords once spent $5 a
barrel growing potatoes in a year that
yielded only 90 cents a barrel.
"I finally got out of debt in 1986," says
Bradford proudly "I worked hard, also
grew oats, had hens and cattle, and sold
wood. I continued to hire a lot of people,
especially children, to pick potatoes."
If Bradford is proud of the way she kept
her family farm going, she is also
concerned about ongoing farming
practices and supports sustainable
agriculture research "As far as fertilizers
and pesticides are concerned, I always
used what the experts told me to use and
was very careful, but in retrospect, I feel
that these chemicals can be very harmful
especially to those who don't use masks
and protect themselves "
If there is a Maine farmer who
exemplifies the emerging changes in the
industry, it is Andy Ayer Ayer, a 1981
UMaine graduate, studied business
management at UMaine before returning
to his family's potato farm in Caribou.

Looking at the Farm as an Ecosystem
7” *

Sustainable agriculture is steadily gaining acceptance as a way of
preserving land, improving profits, and bolstering rural communities.

S

ince the 1940s, the move in agriculture has been toward
bigger farms and greater use of chemicals to increase yields.
Yields have increased, but those increases have taken a
toll on the land, the profitability to farmers, and on the very
fabric of rural community life. In addition, an increasingly
health conscious American public is demanding more
organically grown produce.
As a result, many farmers in the United States are
moving away from conventional agricultural techniques
and toward a concept known as sustainable agriculture.
As Matthew Liebman, UMaine assistant professor of
sustainable agriculture explains it, converting to sustainable
farming involves a three-step process.
First, farmers must look at the entirety of their operation
and increase the efficiency of what they do. Part of that is
more careful use of pesticides—application only where and
when the pest is present.c
After increasing efficiency, the farmer begins to substitute
more benign materials and techniques—for example,
substituting cultivation for herbicide application.
Finally, the farmer undertakes a system level redesign,
looking at all the ecological interactions—cropping practices,
20 MAINE

I
nutrient management, manure management, livestock
practices—and integrating all those elements of farming
with the environment.
"This is quite different from conventional
practices,"Liebman says. "This is looking at the farm as an
ecosystem. It puts the producer in the driver's seat rather
than following strategies all worked out for him."
And any possible loss in yield can be made up for in
reduction of expensive chemicals and by direct marketing
techniques that give the farmer more of the profit from the
crop.
Liebman says that in addition to ecological/agricultural
factors, sustainable agriculture works to bolster the family
farm and preserve rural communities.
Out of necessity farmers are conservative and reluctant
to make changes. But Liebman sees growing acceptance of
new sustainable farming ideas.
"People are getting together around the country to save
farm communities and forge links between rural producers
and urban consumers," he says. "We don't really have a
choice. It's hard to defend conventional farming practices
that are less profitable and more toxic to the environment."

Sixth generation Cape Elizabeth farmer Ken Maxwell '48 decided to go the direct market route and opened his own farm stand.

Photograph by Phyllis Graber Jensen

But Ayer had other ideas about and the pallets iced for the delivery the middle man by selling directly to
I customers. When the Maine potato
Aroostook County farming. While he trucks."
With acreage devoted to broccoli and industry was booming, Aroostook County
still grows potatoes, his farm is dominated I
by 220 acres of broccoli.
other specialty vegetables, Ayer can well farmers made good money by
"Up until last year we grew broccoli be described as a modern farmer wholesaling their crops. But in today's
only for the fresh market," says Ayer. businessman, in keeping with the view tougher market, farmers are waking up
"Now we have begun some processing. I expressed by President Hutchinson. But to the fact that most of the profit is made
Broccoli is a tough crop, very capital- 1 Ayer is not necessarily sold on modem between the time a crop leaves the farm
intensive, requiring a seven day a week concepts like sustainable agriculture. He and is purchased by the customer.
A UMaine graduate who has made the
believes sustainable agriculture can only
commitment to get the crop to market "
That may explain why only two other work if it proves more cost-effective than most out of selling directly to the customer
Aroostook farmers grow broccoli, down traditional chemicals. "We can use is Kenneth Maxwell '48. In a recent
from a high of 25 a few years ago. But chemical inputs safely and reasonably, interview with the Maine Times, Maxwell,
Ayer believes he is moving in the right and we are already saving money with who operates a 100-acre farm in Cape
Elizabeth, said he grew frustrated trying
direction. "We have a monoculture in integrated pest management," he says.
To Ayer, the real problem with farming to sell his crops in the wholesale Boston
Aroostook County," he says. "Potatoes
are a boom-or-bust cycle crop, very in Maine is answering the demands of the market. For a time he tried to sell directly
"Potato acreage in to customers at Boston's Quincy Market.
common, grown where there is bare dirt, marketplace.
and subject to low prices. Broccoli is not Aroostook County has declined from Now his family is doing quite well running
so common, requiring a cool climate, like 230,000 in the 1950s to just over 80,000 their own farm market and selling direct.
in Maine or Northern California."
today," he says. "The farmer needs to
And while Maxwell has eliminated
Maine is now the third largest broccoli think not of selling to a broker, but of the middleman for his own crops, he has
grower in the United States. "You must selling directly to the customer."
become a bit of a middle man himself. His
get the broccoli off to market within two
Ayer's thinking is reflected all over farm stand now carries fruits and
days," says Ayer. "The crop must be Maine, where more and more farmers are vegetables from other farms in addition
harvested, bunched, packed, palletized, diversifying their crops, and eliminating to his own crops.
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Many farmers are using creative processing, but crops account for nearly in the manure. Farmers are also using
methods for making their crops turn a $500 million a year in Maine.
wood ash and getting nitrogen from urea
"Agriculture has been a bright spot inthecow'surine Iwouldn'tbesurpnsed
profit. In addition to a resurgence in
farmer's markets, there is also a growing during the recent recession in Maine," if some homeowners use more fertilizer
"And despite some in a year than farmers "
number of pick-your-own farms in the says Olsen.
state. Other farmers are appealing to well- disagreements by farmers with aspects of
Walker also believes that it is still
off yuppie tastes by growing and UMaine's agricultuial curriculum, the possible for a small dairy farmer to become
marketing specialty crops and selling farmers are very supportive, especially of established in Maine "Ob\ lously, if the
long-term research programs "
them through direct mail order.
beginning farmer hasa family farm passed
Buttressing Olsen's upbeat assessment from generation to generation, there is
One experimental idea that is meeting
likely to be little or no debt load. But a
with some success in Maine is are 1992 statistics showing potatoes ($101
"community supported agriculture " This million), dairy ($94 million), and poultry UMaine graduate can work for another
concept takes direct marketing a step (eggs) ($80 million) continuing to be the farm, gradually acquire a herd as a source
further. Customers actually become top farm products in the state
of equity, then rent or purchase a farm
Statistics for 1993 were even more over time."
shareholders in the farm, and by doing so
they share some of the risks of weather encouraging Maine led all New England
Walker acknowledges that there are
and pests with the farmer In return they states with almost $450 million in fewer UMaine graduates going into dairy
get fresh produce throughout the growing agricultural sales Potato crops led the farming, but is pleased that UMaine is
season and have a say in what produce way with about $150 million in sales
keeping the Holstein herd. Under Mark
Hill, the UMaine dairy operation will be
gets grown.
Currently there are only a dozen
pursuing more practical research aimed
ut these statistics conceal the at delivering results over a shorter term.
community supported farms in the state,
collapse of the broiler side of the
none operated by UMaine graduates, but
Without doubt, purely agricultural
poultry industry, the reduction studieswillhavealowerprofileatUMaine
UMaine's Anderson thinks it's an idea
by nearly half (1200 to 630) in the number
that has potential for growth—perhaps to
than was once the case Future student
of
Maine
dairy farms in the last 20 years, farmers are likely to integrate more
as many as 200 farms.
I
University of Maine professor and and the uncertain year-to-year prospects business, ecological, and nutritional
former state agriculture commissioner for many potato growers
offerings into their course ot study' What
And at UMaine, the cutback ot the dairy UMaine cannot prov ide in the agricultural
Stewart Smith says that many ot today's
farmers are rediscovering some old tried operation has definitely lowered the realm will likely be available through the
and true methods of marketing their school's agricultural profile Still, dairy emerging consortium of New England
products. But he adds that farmers are industry officials and observers have an land grant schools
also implementing modern day, typically overall mixed view of the changes in
For the farmers, UMaine's emphasis on
nonagriculture marketing methods One UMaine's agricultural curriculum
sustainable agriculture will be greeted
Some farm experts, like retired UMaine with some skepticism, but an overall
such method, which goes hand-in-hand
dairy
specialist Herbert "Spike" Leonard eventual reduction of fertilizers and
with selling directly to consumers, is
'39,
do
not welcome the changes at pesticides is a goal that most farmers can
called "value-added" marketing
UMaine
He laments how UMaine's support, especially if it lowers overhead
Value-added marketing simply
Ayrshire,
Guernsey,
and Jersey dairy
involves processing farm products to
Meanwhile, UMaine appears to have
herds
have
been
sold,
leaving only the rationally dealt with declining
make them more appealing to consumers
at a higher profit for the farmer This can Holsteins But Leonard is more troubled enrollments and funding for some of its
involve canning fruits and vegetables, by the emerging emphasis on sustainable agricultural programs by combining its
growing only organic produce, making agriculture, which he believes is a fad
agricultural and forestry colleges,
"Sustainable agriculture should not be eliminating some programs, and
gift packages of fruits, and making cheese
from milk. One Maine farmer even turns forced on an industry," he says "Cow's consolidating others
garlic into a value-added product by today can now deliver 18,000 to, 20,000
Retired UM agriculture dean Winston
making braided garlic wreaths which he pounds of milk annually, whereas once Pullen '41 may have stated it best "You
they delivered only 8,000 to 10,000 just can't keep cutting across the board
sells for $22 each
pounds
With sustainable agriculture, You have to cut out the least important
All of which seems to reinforce UMaine
the
cows
will
take longer to breed, growth things "
President Hutchinson's claim that today's
farmer must be as familiar with business will be stunted, and milk production will
In the future, some budding career
not keep pace."
and economics as with soil science
farmers will likely come to UMaine They
But Calvin Walker, a dairy specialist will not find a barnvard, unless they go
Despite the problems and changes in
both the teaching and practice of Maine with the UMaine Cooperative Extension over to the Page Farm and Home Museum.
agriculture, farming and food processing Service, is more optimistic about the They w'lll, however, find inside UMaine's
overall have been remarkably stable sustainable agriculture issue "Farmers stately vine-covered lecture halls, many
Maine industries in recent years. are already conscientious about the use of of the instructional and intellectual tools
"Agriculture is a $1.3 billion industry in fertilizers and pesticides," he says. they need to survive and even succeed in
Maine," says John Olsen, executive "What's more, they're reducing fertilizer the changing, challenging w'orld of
director of the Maine Farm Bureau. "Over needs by building manure storage , agriculture
half of that total comes from food structures to retain the natural nutrients
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INTERVIEW

Eric Brennan '68: On the Leading Edge
of Home Health Care in America
or most of the years that Eric
Brennan '68, 73G was a student at
the University of Maine he had his
sights set on an academic career He loved
research and working in the lab, and he
was strongly influenced by his mentor
and friend, UMaine biochemistry
professor Frederick Radke.
But before he could complete his Ph.D.
thesis, fate led Brennan into a different
application of hisbiochemistry training—
into the development and marketing of
new health care products
Although Brennan regrets not
completing his doctorate, the change in
his career plans resulted in tremendous
success
He has either co-tounded or served as
an executive in numerous home health
care companies, including Caremark
Home Health Care of America, the tirst
home intravenous feeding company in
the United States
Currently, Brennan div ides his time
between San Diego where he still has an
interest in several health care companies,
and Philadelphia where his wife Betty
Brennan, a registered nurse, operates her
own home health care service. Brennan is this is going to be a burden on them And how it is going to reduce those costs.
also spending more and more time in when you look at the economy, small
Maine where he is renovating a family
business is the place where jobs are being MAINE. It's interesting that when you
farm
created So I guess I would like to get a left the Ph D. program at Maine you got
We talked to Eric Brennan about his closer look to see how all this is going to into the business end of biochemistry.
success in the home health care industry be financed
How did that happen?
as well as a number of health care issues.
Brennan: Well, I had worked as a
MAINE: Do you agree with the general i salesperson for a pharmaceutical
philosophy of the plan7
company' between undergraduate and
MAINE: Health insurance is on
Brennan I still think the best way to solve graduate school, and 1 liked that work. I
everyone's mind these days As an the problem is to let the free enterprise began to think of ways to combine that
entrepreneur in the health care field, what system move toward lowering costs I am sales experience with my7 background in
do you think of President Clinton's very skeptical of the government 1 biochemistry
national health insurance plan7
implementing any new program. I am
Eric Brennan: Well, first 1 would have to
worried about the establishment of a new MAINE: Where you able to do that right
say that I haven't seen the entire plan, and bureaucracy. But there are things in the away?
I want to read it all before I make any final plan I support such as the emphasis on Brennan Yes. Soon after 1 left Maine, 1 got
udgements. But from what I do know, 1 managed care It also addresses the a marketing job with McGaw Division ot
would have to say that I share the concerns tremendous rise in administrative costs. American Hospital Supply Corp. They
if the small business community—that But as yet I haven't seen any details on were looking for someone who
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longer be paid on a cost plus basis It
understood the basics of selling, but who , States.
instituted a program with fixed
also had enough biochemistry to act as a
bridge between research, development MAINE. Was this the motivation for reimbursement rates for medical
procedures based on diagnostically
and marketing. I became the technical starting Home Care of America?
liaison—I bridged the gap between the i Brennan Yes About this time I met a related groups In other words, if a
departments. Soon after that I became the man named James Sweeney who was an medicare patient was going to hav e a gall
marketing manager for the company's entrepreneur from Iowa We began to bladder operation then the hospital would
nutrition products. That's where my talk about parenteral nutrition be paid a fixed rate by the government
training
in biochemistry was ■ (administered in a manner other than and would have to make it or break it
tremendous—looking at the nutritional through the digestive tract) in the home, based on that amount of monev
needs of patients and going to research and he asked me how big I thought the
and development people and explaining potential market might be I told him I MAINE So there was less economic
thought it might be a $20 million market
incentive to keep patients in the hospital.
those needs.
That conv ersation ev entually ev olv ed into Brennan
Exactly
When fixed
Home Care of America, the first home IV reimbursements became a reality,
MAINE: That was a time when big
advances were being made in meeting company in America That was 1979 and hospitals had to become accountable for
that first year we had about $1 million In their costs Because of that they became
the nutritional needs of acutely ill patients
Brennan: Yes, total intravenous feeding 1987 the company was sold to Baxter more interested in getting patients mtc
lower cost settings In other words, if they
of patients was just beginning. We're Pharmaceuticals for $580 million Now
talking about the ability to put a catheter the home IV is a $2 billion market
were going to be paid a fixed amount foi
into a large vein in the heart and feed a
a procedure, they wanted the patient oul
patient a concentrated solution of MAINE How important was your as quickly as possible
dextrose, amino acids, lipids, vitamins, graduate training in starting up the new
MAINE So more patients started tc
and minerals Before this time it wasn't company7
possible to feed people that way because Brennan Very important because I spent recover in the home7
solutions were so concentrated that a up to half my time in the laboratory Brennan Yes And that presentee
person's veins would bum out
putting together custom formulations tor challenges to the fledgling home cart
industry How do you effectively manage
patients.
MAINE- IV feeding was an area you got
acutely ill patients w ithout the support oi
an institution7 Hospitals are set up foi
very involved in, wasn't it?
MAINE Are you still associated with
Brennan: Yes, I was very interested in it.
doctors In the hospital all systems are lr
Home Care of America now’7
And one of the big problems I saw with Brennan No, though in some ways I place to help in an emergency At home
the new IV procedures was that they could wish I were still associated with the you don't have those systems, but vot
only be carried out at the hospital. So company. But right now it is a big have to be sure you can still manage any
patients would get admitted to the established corporation and I don't like possible emergency. That's where higf
hospital, get well nourished, then be that I like to get new enterprises started
technology plays an important role lr
released and semi-starve at home. I I take great pride in having been there in telephone triage, a trained health care
worker can walk through an assessment
became interested with the possibility of the early days of home IV
nutritional IV feeding at home
of a patient without actually being there
He or she can make some very gooc
MAINE Was the idea of intravenous
MAINE: How did that idea evolve7
judgements-ShouId the the nurse visit
j feeding at home a hard one to sell?
Brennan: I began to look at a program | Brennan- When we first got into the home the patient7 Should the patient be
that was being developed at the University I IV business we were told we w’ould be transported to the hospital7 And, ot
of Washington, where patients were being sued out of existence We were told that course, when patients are getting care al
fed intravenously at home. You have to we would kill people and that hospitals home, they have to participate heavily lr
remember that the idea of sending a would not let it happen. The home care their own care
patient home with a catheter in the heart industry did take a while to grow, but
that exited the chest was a very radical none of the dire predictions ever MAINE: What are the limits on home
idea. Moreover the idea of taking all these | materialized
health care7
I
various drugs and nutrients and letting
Brennan There really aren't any obstacles
the patient mix them was unheard of at MAINE: Was the growth in home care to putting as much care as possible intc
this time In the 1970s, the medical world i mostly fueled by economics7
the home. Still, there is definitely a place
deemed few people appropriate for such Brennan: Well, thebig breakthrough came | for hospitals But because they are the
a procedure and there were probably only when the Reimbursement in Medicare highest cost way of delivering health care,
30 or so people feeding themselves Act was passed. That act basically they will be used primarily foi
intravenously at home in the entire United mandated that institutions could no emergencies. More and more the care will
I

%
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be directed toward the patient in the home.

that we have that figure and yet we leave
35 million people uninsured.

MAINE: Are you predicting that doctors
will go back to making house calls again? MAINE. You said you favor a free
Brennan: That's already happening. It's enterprise approach. Can you give us an
kind of a grass roots thing, but it is example of how it can help lower costs?
happening. And it's happening where i Brennan. One private sector reaction to
you wouldn't expect it, in metropolitan the rising cost and lack of coordination in
areas. Near my home, for example, in San the medical world has been the
Diego County is a service with the name proliferation of managed care plans.
"Call Doctor." These doctors travel in i Insurance companies are now contracting
medically equipped vans, and they don't third parties known as managed care
just make routine visits, they make companies to try to control the cost of
emergency visits. In fact their vehicles are their most expensiv e care. These programs
like a mobile emergency room. And they have professional care coordinators who
can provide emergency care for a lot less are trained to assess and make decisions—
money than going to the hospital. An even to go as tar as to second guess the
average emergency room visit in San physician.
Diego County is about $1100. The average
cost of a Call Doctor emergency visit is MAINE That must not be making doctors
about $250.
j too happy
Brennan- Obv lously doctors don't like it.
MAINE: Is the move toward more home But, on the other hand, doctors haven't
health care going to help keep medical done it. They haven't provided
costs down?
coordinated health serv ice I have always
Brennan: One big factor in keeping costs maintained that the best care manager is
down is to control emergency care Home the attending physician. So why not put
care programs can't control a patient going all the information in his or her hands?
to the emergency room in the middle of But the system is not oriented that way.
the night—often unnecessarily In tact, We have so many hospitals, which by and
the majority of emergency room visits are large, are still not computerized Drug
unnecessary. And when you enter records are not on computer There needs
through the emergency room you enter tobecenti alizationso that if any physician
through the most expensive door All ER does any thing to you, it gets placed on
services are expensive. That is why your database
telephone triage is going to be such an
important factor in controlling costs. MAINE What area of home care are you
Through this service medical profes most interested in right now?
sionals can determine if a patient really Brennan: As our population gets older,
needs to go the emergency room In that more people with two or three health
way, home care will definitely keep problems are going to need more
medical costs down.
customized care, particularly with drugs,
so that a prescription tor one problem
MAINE: What other factors have gone doesn't adversely affect another. The
into rising medical costs?
technology of care has evolved so much
Brennan- Well, we are approaching a $1
that it is now necessary to return to custom
trillion national health care bill, and of compounding for patients—something
that figure, one quarter goes into that occurred routinely before W.W.1I.
administrative costs. Much of that is One example is open heart surgery. You
caused by a lack of coordination and a cannot have a coronary artery by-pass
lack of centralization. I'm amazed for without a special solution to infuse into
instance that we still do not have your heart. During the surgery the heart
centralized medical data bases. Drug has to be stopped and this solution keeps
records are not on computer There is your tissues alive while the operation is
tremendous duplication, which drives going on. That solution must be custom
costs up. What is really unbelievable is formulated for every patient.

MAINE: You have homes on both the
east and west coasts. Is that for business
reasons?
Brennan: I helped found several
companies that are located in California,
and I still have equity and do consulting
for these companies But most of my
business is in the East. From that
standpoint, California is about the worst
place to be. The bulk of the people needing
home health care services are on the other
side of the Mississippi—in the Mid
Atlantic and the Southeast. So it is an
advantage for me to split my time between
the two coasts. When the day is half over
in New York, the office is just opening up
in San Diego.
*

MAINE: Where is your East Coast home?
Brennan. In Philadelphia. That's where
my wife Betty lives. She owns and operates
a home health care service.

MAINE- In recent years you have been
spending more time in Maine and you
have gotten more in\ olved in the
university. I know you serve on the
UMaine development council. What other
things would you like to get involved
with here?
Brennan: I would like to try to bring some
new ventures into Maine. Some of the
technological developments for those
ventures could be spun off into the
University of Maine. I would also love to
be involved with some type of summer
institute in entrepreneurship. Finally, I
will be working with the alumni
ambassador program.
MAINE. What prompted your interest in
alumni ambassadors?
Brennan- Well, I guess it goes back to
when I was a kid growing up in Brewer.
There wasn't much searching for the right
college, we all aspired to go to the
University of Maine. I had a very positive
image of the university that was formed
by two Maine alumni, Harold Pressey
and Joseph Dombeck, who inspired me
as teachers at Brewer High School.
And I got an excellent education at Maine.
Now I want to encourage good highschool
students to make Maine their first choice
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Helping to Get the
Ships to Sea
Mechanical engineer Joanne Ouillette '86 is

responsible for a $40 million program that
solves problems during the building of the
Navy's AEGIS Destroyers.
By Richard Sprague '51

er mother remembers her as a
kid who could fix anything, from
a bicycle to a ski- doo, and who
was always building tree houses.
older sister she was a sibling who never
wore a dress until her sister's wedding.
Her friends in Caribou remember Joanne
Ouillette '86 as a track star and a young
woman always in search of challenge or
adventure: Whichever came first.
It was probably inevitable that she
would find herself on a career fast track in
a discipline that doesn't ususally attract
women. At 30, Joanne Ouillette is a
mechanical engineer and project manager
for the U.S. Navy's computer aided design
(CAD) for the DDG 51 and AEGIS
Destroyer program. It's the Navy's largest
shipbuilding program and since 1991 the
largest Department of Defense project.
There are 26 DDG 51s under contract out
of a total of 51 to be built. The significance
of the project is reflected in the price tag—
$850,000,000 a ship.
On a practical level, this young woman
is responsible for a $40 million program
involving four major companies,
including Bath Iron Works and Ingalls

H
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Shipbuilding in Mississippi. Building the
504-foot, 8,300-ton destroyer, which ranks
as the Na vy's most sophisticated warship,
To
herlike stamping out widgets.
isn't
During the three-plus years of the
construction period of a destroyer, system
improvements take place that will be
included in the next ship to be built. That
means constant design changes which
chew up manhours and dollars. The CAD
process allows shipyards to make the
changes without making costly mockups
before actual construction. It's not new to
the shipbuilding industry but the rub
comes when different yards have different
CAD systems.
Ouillette says that the Navy
emphasizes cooperation between the
builders and has developed software to
make possible data transfer between the
different CAD systems used by the
builders.
"My job is solving problems that arise
between the shipyards and the
manufacturers of the complex weapon
systems," she says. "It's easier to describe
than to put into practice."
To keep the systems running smoothly

she finds herself spending a lot of time in
airplanes. During the four years that she's
been in Washington, she's seen most of
the United States and a whole lot of ocean.
"In Washington, I see a lot of paper
and spend a lot of time on the telephone.
But when I go to the shipyards, I get to see
the product That satisfies the engineer in
me;
But the path to success wasn't

"In Washington, I see
a lot of paper and

spend a lot of time on

the telephone. But
when I go to the

shipyards—I get to
see the product. That

satisfies the engineer
in me."
It
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uniformly smooth.
Like a lot of other Maine kids who
study engineering, exposure to the
discipline and intensity of the curriculum
at the university level proved to be culture
shock. Self discipline wasn't the problem.
Learning how to study and mastering the
scientific process was.
"It was a tough first year," she says. "I
don't remember any of it with pleasure."

After that first year, she took a semester
off and then with the encouragement of
her advisor, Professor Richard Sayles,
returned to the College of Technology.
She never looked back.
During her term off, Ouillette set two
goals for herself. She'd earn an
engineering degree. And she'd make the
Dean's List. By the end of the next three
years she'd realized both goals.

She also found time to work on the
Maine Guest Lecture Series, serving as its
chairman during her senior year. That
made it possible for her to meet and talk
with such public figures as John Dean,
Ralph Nader, and former British prime
minister Harold Wilson.
When it came time to begin her
professional career, Ouillette took stock
of who she was and what she wanted.
Since she was five, she tramped the woods
and canoed the rivers of Maine with her
father, Reginald, an electrician by vocation
and a registered Maine guide by
inclination. She wanted the challenge of a
career, but she knew she couldn't separate
herself from her roots.
Just as she'd set goals for herself after
the crisis of her first year of college, she
went about the vital "first job" search the
same way.
"I knew I wanted to be someone, and I
wanted to succeed," she says, "but
monetary rewards weren't the main
thing."
She took the job in engineering systems
management with the U.S. Navy
supervisor of shipbuilding at Bath Iron
FALL 1993 27

Works because it looked like the best the track and field athlete she was The the obligation to even the playing held of
entry level career opportunity, and adventurous nature her mother the workplace for women, Ouillette's
values
made her an attractive candidate
because it was close to the things she remembers is never fai from the surface
*
cared about Ironically, she learned that Her holidays last year weie spent in for opportunity. Her mother is one of 18
one reason she had been chosen was that Greece and Turkey This year she's children Her father is one of nine
she had dropped out of school and then planning an elephant trekking vacation Ouillette has two brothers and two sisters
The family culture is one of thrift,
gone back and been successful.
industry , and cooperation
She spent nearly two years at
She picked potatoes in her
Bath learning her way around
na ti v e Aroostook County' since she
the Navy and the industry The
w as a child, paid for most of her
work entailed monthly trips to
Washington and after 21 months,
education, and has a country man's
respect for frugality When she
she was offered a slot in the
took the job her father told her
Navy's engineering intern
"Joanne,
remember
that
program
government workers don't have
The internship program led
the best reputation for being hard
to the 160-member AEGIS group
workers Don't you fall into that
and her current job as project
trap "
manager of the CAD program
She took the advice to heart
The goal of the project is to save
and thefiequentlO-hourdaysand
$5 million a ship
weekend w ork attracted the notice
The Washington job was a
of Navy brass and industry people
totally new^ experience for Joanne
Ouillette. She soon found herself
alike
Whether one is a politician or a
giving a formal briefing every
bureaucrat, living inside the
w'eek to Navy brass, government,
or industry people. Her self
Beltway works an insidious
transmogrification on all but the
confidence grew. Once she w'as
strongest Local Washington
sent to an admiral in the Pentagon
television news is national news
to request and justify an
additional $7 million in funds for
for the rest of the country and it's
Photograph by Richard Sprague
her project she got the money
easy to believe one is part of the
As she had during her
specially anointed
"I knew I wanted to be
That probably will never
university years, Ouillette
happen to Joanne Ouillette Her
w'orked hard at her job And her
someone, and I wanted
feet are firmly planted in Maine
self-discipline and industry got
to succeed."
the attention of her boss, Navy
culture and v alues, from the Maine
Captain Tom Bow'ler, and the
Bear hockey puck that serves as a
paper w eight on her desk to the
shipyard people at Bath Iron
family reunions that attract as
Works and Ingalls. It wasn't just
her industry that got attention
in Thailand with her long-time friend many as 150 people
also admired the straight-arrow persona Karen Boucher '86
Ouillette puts it all in perspectiv e "It is
she ev okes in an environment where there
For fun she sculls a single shell on the important to me that people have a good
are a lot of hucksters
Potomac, carries roller blades with her impression of my work," she sa}s "In
While her work isn't pure engineering, w'henever she trav els, and still goes back Maine, there's a sense of pride in who you
are and what you do. Wherever I am I
it involves engineering principles and to Bailey's Island in Maine for bluefish
discipline in problem solving. And the
Joanne Ouillette thinks that being a know’ I'm from Maine and I neverw'antto
ultimate reward for the hours spent woman in the '90s has given her a chance forget the feeling of pride in work. I'm 13
traveling and in conference rooms is the I to prove herself. She's pretty sure she's generations away from Oliver Tardif who
thrill of watching a new DDG slide down had opportunities that wouldn't have was Samuel de Champlain's aide during
the w'ays at Bath Iron Works. Better still, been available to her a decade ago
his discovery voyages in Maine and
she says with a smile, is taking part in the I
"Of course," she says with a grin, "it Canada. I'm proud of being French. I'm
sea trials.
j didn't hurt being at the right place at the proud of being a w'oman in a challenging
Life isn't all work and discipline for 1 right time.",
job. And I'm proud of working for the
the lithe, 5’ 8” woman who still looks like
But beyond the growing awareness of United States Navy''
*
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EVERLASTING
WREATH

Nonie’s Crafty Attic
P.O. Box 458
Millinocket, ME 04462
207-723-9280

A colorful mix of herbs and
flowers.
12" diameter $23
VISA/Mastercard accepted

Beddington Ridge Farm
HCR 72, Box 77B
Cherryfield, ME 04622
(207) 638-2664

Will Rest Farm
Handspun yarn
Handknit Sweaters, Hats and
Mittens
Lambs • Sheep • Fleece
Sheepskins
(207) 584-5701
Harriet H. Ryan
RFD#4 Box 268B
Ellsworth, ME 04605-9804
(Manaville Rt. 181)

,

Specializing in beautiful
fabric wedding and
keepsake albums and
frames also elegant feline's
in several colors, shapes
and sizes.

Holiday Wreath
22" Handmade Balsam Wreath
Tastefully decorated with canes,
berries, and velvet bow.
We ship anywhere in the
continental U.S.
$20 includes shipping and card.
Sensenig's Farm & Greenhouse
P.O. Box 401
Locke Hill Road
Starks, ME 04911
207-696-3987 FAX: 207-696-8561

STUDIO

;

Exquisite,
handcrafted semi
precious gemstone
jewelry at affordable
prices ($10-$60). You
select the stones for
our exceptionally
designed necklaces
and earrings. What an
easy way to
customize your
holiday gift giving!
New View Studio
HCR 60, Box 3275A
Camden, ME 04843
(207) 236-3929

VVc icccptMSA MC checks and moneyoiders

NORMANDY
50TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR
1944-1994
a
London; Bournemouth, South Coast, England; Normandy, Caen; and Paris

Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Great Crusade Visit some of the many fascinating sites which mark this
famous event in the world's history—with special faculty host Professor David Smith!
The General Alumni Association in conjunction with Travel Study by Vantage is offering this tour May 18-June 1,
1994—starting as low as $3,495’
A special offer of 2 for the price of 1 is now available for the Munich extension—just $700 more gives you both 6

days in Germany!
For more information contact: Cathy Billings 78 at (207) 581-1134 or call Vantage direct at 1-800-833-0899.

ALUMNI NEWSMAKERS
Rockland District High
School
Together, the father
and son team make up
half the math depart
ment at the school
Both UMaine alums
say thay are proud to be
working with each
other
"We're very close,"
the senior Gartley said
of their relationship
He has been teaching
at Rockland District
High School since
1968—the year son Carl
was bom
Carl was originally
an engineering major at
L'Maine, but after
enrolling in a few
education courses he
"tell in love with it "
A love of math and
teaching isn'tall the tw o
men have in common
At the university they
both belonged to the
same fraternity—Delta

Helen Plourd '87 wins
second Maine women's
senior title

hether in her personal,
professional, or athletic life, Helen
Plourd '87 always sets goals for herself
and trvs to attain them. This past summer
she achieved yet another one ot her goals.
Plourd won her second senior title in the
Women's Maine State Golf Association
But the win didn't come easy Not
only did Plourd have to fight the
elements—constant rain—but the
championship game went into a sudden
death playoff
"There is a lot ot pressure in a
sudden death playoff Youareby yourself
and you have to discipline yourself to
relax your muscles," Plourd says
"Instinctively, your past experience comes
into play. I just tell myself to relax and
hold my composure, but sometimes the
breaks just aren't there."
On July7 20 the break was there
Helen Plourd '87
Plourd defeated her opponent in a 1-hole
_____________
playoff, and went home w ith her second
senior title.
tournaments at the age of 14, but says she Tau Delta
Plourd, a Rockland, Maine Golf still maintains the same degree ot
Both Gartley s also share a love of sports
Club (RGC) member, has played in enthusiasm for the sport now, as she did William once served as assistant football
sudden death playoffs in three of her four then
coach and a basketball referee Carl
senior championships She has also won
"I am a born competitor and I just coaches JV basketball and soccer
the RGC's women's championship 20 have the fortitude to practice and better
Having two Gartleys in the math
times before she stopped competing in myself I still have goals and I try to better department has led to some confusion
the event in 1981 And during the 1970s myself each summer "
among students When school began in
and 1980s, she had the best stroke average (Information and photograph courtesy of September sex eral students ended up in
in the Women's Maine State Golf the Com let -Gazette)
the wrong class And w'hen Carl first
Association standings for many years.
started at the school, intercom messages
A teacher at the Thomaston
w ould often go to the wrong classroom.
Grammar School, Plourd started playing
The two men do not always agree on]
golf 40 years ago. A family she babysat for
the issues discussed in departmental
were avid golfers and brought her to their Father and son alums teach
meetings.
1
"We agree about half the time," Willi
club. That was all it took for Plourd to get mathematics at Rockland
golfing in her blood
lam Gartley said
She credits the success she has had District High School
"We agree a little more than that," Carlj
in the sport to fellow golfers taking her
replied
1
"See w'hat I mean," the father said. I
under their wings When Plourd first
or the Gartley family, teaching math
started playing, the members of the golf
In addition to the father and son team
seems to run in the family In what at the high school, Carol Gartley '89,
club all got together and bought her first
set of irons. And all along the way, she
would seem to be a highly unlikelyWilliam's daughter-in-law^, teaches at the
' Rockland District Middle School
met older golfers who encouraged her
possibility, veteran teacher William
and spurred her interest along.
Gartley '67 is now teaching across the (Information courtesy of the CourierPlourd started playing golf hallway from his son Carl Gartley '91 at I Gazette)
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Billy Swift '85 is a 20-game
winner for Giants; has
number retired at UMaine
ormer Black Bear and current San
Francisco Giants pitching star Billy
Swift '85 joined an exclusive club this
1 season—that of the 20 game winner in
major league baseball.
Swift ended the season with 21 victories
against just 8 defeats and posted a 2.82
earned run average. Those statistics made
him a serious contender for the 1993 Cy
Young Award in the National League.
"I think it's a big accomplishment/'
Swift said. "Just the fact of winning 20. It
doesn't happen to a lot of pitchers in the
league, especially with five-man rotations.
It's something when I get older I can say
I did. Even if I never do it again, I did it
once."
Swift credits much of his success this
year to the help of Giants pitching coach
Dick Pole and fellow UMaine alum, trainer
Mark Letendre 78.
Pole taught Swift to throw a cut fastball
and a changeup to go with his excellent
sinker and slider.
Letendre encouraged Swift to make
one more start at the end of spring training,
when his shoulder was bothering him.
"My shoulder had been bothering me
a little and it looked like I was going to
start the season in the bullpen. But Mark
convinced me to make one more start and
everything worked out," Swift said.
Swift was very disappointed that the
Giants didn't make it to the playoffs, but
the shortened season did give him a
chance to get to Orono to participate in
the Billy Swift Classic, a fundraiser for the
UMaine baseball team. While he was in
Orono it was announced that Swift will
be the first baseball player in University
of Maine history to have his number (8)
retired. That will take place at the annual
Hot Stove Banquet on January 16,1994.
"There have been a lot of great players
at Maine," Swift said. "This is a great
honor. I wouldn't be where I am today if
it wasn't for the four years I spent at
Maine." (Information from the Bangor Daily
News)

F

Carolina. As recently as 1991, Clemson
was ranked number 4 in the nation.
"Everywhere I've gone, it's always
been a great challenge, I've always had to
fix a program up. This program is in good
shape, but every place needs some
improvement," said Leggett.
Leggett, who spent the past two
seasons as assistant head coach at
Clemson, said he expects the Tigers to
j mirror his philosophy of the game and
; remain a national power.
1
"I think hard-nosed, aggressive
baseball puts people in the stands. I believe
in positive motivation. We'll hustle. We'll
be sound fundamentally. There has been
a lot of great tradition here, and I expect
that will continue."
Leggett, who played baseball and
football at Maine from 1972-76 before
graduating with honors, has had an
Billy Swift *85
impressive career. In nine seasons as head
coach at Western Carolina, he guided the
Catamounts to a 302-229 aggregate record,
earning five Southern Conference titles.
Jack Leggett 77 is new
The Cats averaged 33 wins a season during
his tenure.
coach at Clemson
Leggett was named the 1987
Division I Atlantic Region Coach of the
ack Leggett '77 landed a dream Year by the American Baseball Coaches
coaching job this past summer: the Association and earned Southern
former University of Maine two-sport Conference Coach of the Year honors that
athlete was named head baseball coach at same season. In 1989 he was appointed to
Clemson University in Clemson, South the NCAA Division I baseball committee.
I

J

New Clemson University baseball coach Jack Leggett '77.
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A Mixture of Discipline and Freedom
That is one of the secrets of Bangor High art teacher Gudrun Tarr's success

The quality of her program and her rapport with students recently earned
her the Maine College of Art Distinguished Service Award.
By Alicia Anstead
(Story and photograph courtesy of the Bangor Daily News.)

w

hen students at Bangor High
School take an art class with
Gudrun Tarr ’69, they have to
open more than tubes of paint and boxes
of pastels They ha\ e to open their minds
"The moment you say, T can't,' you
made up your mind that you won't," says
Tarr, who teaches visual arts at the high
school. "T can't' is a dirty word in my
classroom You must say 'I'll try ' You
must have a flexible mind "
In the school's studio where Tarr
teaches five classes a dav, the walls are
lined with self-portraits, still lifes,
sculptures and value scales done by
students As the work comes in
throughout the term, the gallery changes
To one side of the expansive room, an
ensemble of easels shoots up like a grove
of trees hung with canvasses Clay pots,
wooden figures, paint brushes, wires and
wood are neatly arranged on shelves
around the perimeter of the room. On the
door, a poster instructs "Exaggerate the
essential, leave the obvious vague."
"This is a studio This is a workplace, a
serious workplace," Tarr explains
Within Tarr's office, which is a tiny
room tucked in a corner of the studio,
there are art books, piles of slides, and a
desk On a cement wall hangs the 1993
Maine College of Art Distinguished
Service Award, which Tarr received at
the Portland school's commencement. It
is in recognition of her outstanding
instruction in the visual arts at the high
school level.
Tarr was chosen for the award,
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according to the college's director of Although most ot the students w'ere
admissions Elizabeth Shea, because of her uncomfortable w ith the critiquing process
"holistic approach to teaching" and the at first, they have grow n to appreciate its
Bangor High's advanced placement art value.
1
The kids know', too, that their teacher
program, which Tarr developed on her
will never tell them that w hat they have
own initiative and time
"It's the quality of her program, the done is wrong or bad If a project has
failed, Tarr enthusiastically says, "Use it
discipline and the structure," says Shea
"She puts a lot of responsibility on the as a study " She is a demanding teacher,
students and assumes they will put they say happily It's not that her tests are
responsibility on themselves You can mind-boggling, but that her standards
frequently tell from a portfolio what is for respect, responsibility, and
being taught in class Her students' work productivity are high And, they add,
after studying with her tor two to four
is consistently above average "
Aaron Chever is one such student The years, she is still a mystery to them They
18-year-old senior will study at the Maine can't quite figure out what she is thinking,
yet she manages to offer direction in a
College of Art next year on a scholarship
When he first came to Tarr, he was pointed and honest fashion.
"She's not overpowering," says Tasha
primarily a cartoonist He had notexplored
Cough, a 17-year-old junior "She
the full range of his drawing talent
influences what we do, but not so much
"I learned there's more to art than a No
2 pencil and a notebook," says Cheever "I that my own sty le doesn't progress She
came in as a cartoonist and am coming out knows what we are capable of doing
with a fine art, a wider variety of media." even more than w'e do "
Tarr has grand success with
Cheever is one of six students in Tarr's
homework
assignments, too Students
advanced class, which thinks of itself as a
do
sketches
and studies each night
"family." The group meets every day for
because
they
understand
the importance
two periods. As with all of Tarr's students,
these study the history and vocabulary of of practice in art Plus, by not doing
the field, but spend most of their time with homework assignments, "You risk
hands-on projects. In addition to the actual getting the comment, 'Oh, I thought I
creation of art, the students must also could count on you,"' says senior Matt
present problems they have encountered j Moring, who will major in art next year at
1
and critique each other's work. The latter the University of Maine
Tarr, who studied fine arts at the
is a skill the students learned according to
very specific rules—description, analysis, Kunstakademie in Dusseldorf, Germany,
interpretation and judgement (The list and has both bachelor's and master's
hangs on the wall for anyone who forgets ) degrees from UMaine, believes in the
/ •*
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power of mistakes—that is, if you learn
from them. Teaching students to draw
what they see is the easiest part of Tarr's
work. The real key—even in her own
art—is nurturing an artistic openness to
explore, take risks, experiment and, yes,
fail.
She explains: “Most people think art is
just making pretty pictures. It's not. Art is

a discipline that involves the development
of problem-solving skills, resourcefulness,
self-discipline, responsibility, and the
willingness and ability to take risks. The
ability to accept failure is a necessary step
for success."
Still, no student has ever failed her
class, and she believes this is due to the
broad possibilities she allows them.

“You have to give them tremendous
freedom to produce art. But part of that
freedom is a tremendous amount of self
discipline. They all love the mixture of
discipline and freedom. And believe me,
that's a wonderful realization. The
students give so much back in return. I
really have the power to turn them on.
That's so satisfying."
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HIGH CLOUDS
SOARING, STORMS
DRIVING LOW: The
Letters of Ruth Moore
Edited by Sanford
Phippen '64

This is a collection of
more than 300 personal
and professional letters of best-selling
novelist and accomplished poet Ruth
Moore. There is also an appendix of
reminiscences by several of Moore's
friends, including Kendall Morse, Gordon
Bok, E.B. White, and Edward M. Holmes
(with whom she had a lifelong friendship)
The letters, spanning from 1930 to
1991, trace Moore's careers as a private
secretary for writer's in New York City,
her work with the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People,
her stmt as a writer and editor for The
Reader's Digest, and her place among
American letters with the publication of
her first book, The Weir, in 1943.
In 60 years of writing, Moore
published 17 books and many articles,
reviews, stories, and poems. Although
she had a national following and several
best sellers, her biggest fan club was in
Maine. She was, according to Sanford
Phippen '64, "the Stephen King of her
time. She was one of us who became
famous beyond Maine "
A native of Hancock, Phippen grew
up practically a neighbor to Moore He
started reading Moore's books when he
was a teen and did book reports on them
in his English classes. A friendship
between the two developed during the
last nine years of Moore's life For Phippen,
this project was "a great honor and a
labor of love."

SONG OF COURAGE
SONG OF FREEDOM
•
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SONG OF COURAGE
SONG OF FREEDOM
By Marilyn Seguin 73

9

Marilyn Seguin 73

with her husband, Roland Seguin 73,
and two children in Cuyahoga Falls,Ohio,
was built on a plateau above a cave in
which a Delaware Indian family lived
with a young white girl in the mid 1700s
Song of Courage, Song of Fieedom
details the lite of this 10-year-old girl,
Mary Campbell, who was taken into
captix lty by Indians in 1759 Adopted b\
the great Delaware Indian chief
Netawatwees, this book chronicles the
turbulent events of the French and Indian
War and Pontiac's Rebellion, as seen
through the eyes of this young girl, who
was struggling with her own cultural
identity.
Her first work of historical fiction
for young readers, Seguin has written
two other books. One has been published
and the other one, Write Now, a book of
writing exercises for teachers, is scheduled
for publication in 1994. Presently, Seguin
teaches composition in the writing
program of the English department at
Kent State University.
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A REMARKABLE MAh
FROM BRADLEY, MAINE
By Midge Merrill '42
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Based on a true story,
the idea for Marilyn
Weymouth Seguin's
'73 recently published
book, Song of Courage,
Song of Freedom, literally came right out of
her own backyard. The home she lives in

second book
"I can't wait for the second book,"
she said. "I just can't wait."
In the beginning, the McArthur
story was to be used as a chapter of a
larger study, Maine in the Making of a
Nation 1783-1870 The research, however,
was so compelling that Rmg decided to
release it on its own
Hav ing a fascination with preserved
old family papers and documents from
throughout the state of Maine, Ring was
led to the McArthurs, a family that left
behind more thant 7,000 letters and
papers That was back in the summer of
1941 Although the McArthur family
produced no presidents, popes, or poets
of note, Ring feels they are integral to the
study of how America grew and changed
"When we look at town histories
we can also look at national history," she
said "One reflects the others "
Ring has been prowling Maine's
past since the Coolidge administration.
In 1926, Ring, an Orono native, became
one of the first w omen to receive a master's
degree in history from the University of
Maine While many of her colleagues
studied "great events" of American
history—w^ars, revolutions, presidential
campaigns—Ring studied Maine and its
link to the nation At first, it wzas a lonely
calling, Ring said
"I wanted to start a trend," she said
After 91 years, this Maine historian/
author has most definitely left her marl
on Maine's history

the McArthurs of limington,
By Elizabeth Rmg '23, '26G

Maine

After 52 years of research on her first
book, The McArthurs ofLimington, Maine,
Elizabeth Ring '23, '26G celebrated its
summer release with thoughts about her

This is the story of
Leonard Merrill, the
author's father-in-law,
w'ho was bom in 1890 and grew up in the
small town of Bradley, Maine. It could be
the story of any boy growing up at the
Turn-of-the-Century, in any small townl
anywhere in the United States
I
It is the first book detailing the
history of Bradley, Maine, as seen through

of Maine
General Alumni Association
the life and poignant memoirs of a man
who was born there and lived most of his
life there, until he died at the age of 97.
The history of the town shows the
great influence it had on the character
and spirit of those who lived there, and
how the strength and imagination of those
people built such an outstanding
community.
Leonard C. Merrill showed all those
characteristics—and more—contributing
and influencing his town in many ways.
He was a selectman, school committee
chairman, and Red Cross chairman,
organizer of the first Boy Scout Troup in
Bradley, as well as instrumental in getting
electricity and water lines through the
length of the Town of Bradley.

First John

Meet the Annual
Alumni Fund's
Brand New Team
ALICIA NICHOLS ’82 took over as
vice president/fundraising last May.
She came to the Association after
seven years of fundraising experience
at Maine Public Broadcasting and a
year as general sales manager at
WPBC-FM. In addition to her job at
the Association, she is president-elect
of the Bangor Area Breakfast Rotary
Club

FIRST JOHN
By Philip B. Turner '48

Caribou author Dr
Philip B. Turner '48 has
been
receiving high
Philip B Turner
praise for his most
recent novel, First John.
This novel is a study of Caribou, Maine
society in the late 19th century, and a
story of one ambitious man, John Arnold.
Arnold, an ancestor of Turner's,
moved north to Lyndon, now known as
Caribou, to build a business, political life,
and reputation, and almost became "king
of the mountain" in all that he did.
Regional history and firsthand geography
are interspersed throughout this semifactual account of Arnold's life.
After retiring from DuPont in 1960,
Turner returned to Aroostook County.
His first book, Affie, details the people
who formed the Aroostook Federation of
Farmers, the first fertilizer cooperation in
the world, to insure their survival and
profit. In honor of Aroostook County's
sesquicentennial celebration, he wrote his
second book, Rooster. This novel traces
the roots of the Cyr and Turner families
and the influence of several nationalities
in the economic base of land and lumber
in the development of the county. He is
currently working on his fourth novel.

DEBRA JACQUES '91, assistant
vice president/fundraising,
began work with the Association
in October Her responsibilities
include liaison with reunion
classes, direct mail activities and
the Annual Fund major gifts
program

PATRICIA CUMMINGS '89,

assistant vice president/
fundraising, joined the Alumni
Association team in October. She
manages all aspects of the
Association's phonathon
program as well as special
projects for the Annual Fund.

he Annual Alumni Fund is the bedrock of the university's

T

fundraising efforts. Please give generously when a student
representative phones or when you receive our mailings. For more

information about making a gift call (207) 581-1135.
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University of Maine Credit Union
Serving the University of Maine System Since 1967
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Offering a full range of financial
services. Coming soon: A new
Portland location.

ALL DEPOSITS INSURED TO $100,000 BY NCUA (U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY)

University of Maine Credit Union
Rangeley Rd. P.O. Box 279 Orono, ME 04473
207-581-1458 University of Maine campus
1-800-696-UMCU within Maine, 1-800-992-UMCU outside Maine

If You Are Proud to be a Maine Alum...
> "

Then Why Not Join
the Family and

Wear the Shirt That
Shows It!

Will Manion '92G, Lynne Nelson
Manion '94G, GAA editorial associate, and Bradie
Nelson Manion, Class of 2013—all proud to be part

of the Alumni Association family.

Join the General Alumni Association family as an active, dues-paid member today and we'll
send you one of these Fruit-of-the-Loom 100% cotton "Proud to Be a MAINE Alum" t-shirts,
absolutely free!
That's right! In addition to the many benefits and services of active membership in the
General Alumni Association. . .including exclusive subscription to our Mainely People
classnotes tabloid, special discounts on alumni programs and services, and much, much
more. . .if you enroll as an active member by returning the enrollment card opposite this
page with your dues we'll send you a free "Proud to Be a Maine Alum" t-shirt.
And if you're already a member either upgrade to a decade membership (at a savings of
20%) or sign up for our automatic renewal program and you'll also receive one of these
quality t-shirts at no charge!
Complete and return the enrollment/order form opposite this page today!
If your mailing address on this magazine has the letter "M", as shown below, you are already a dues-paid member of the
University of Maine General Alumni Association.

123456
M
Im A. Member
1250 College Avenue
Orono, ME 04473

Non-Profit Organization
United States Postage Paid
Burlington, Vermont 05401
Permit Number 699

Alumni Association Member Profile
SUSAN E ROBERTSON
FOGLER LIBRARY
ORONO CAMPUS

BRENT PORTER 74
Class of 1974
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Degree: B.A. Music
„

Occupation: Professional

opera singer
Residence: New York City
..

Latest Feature Role: Count

Danilo in "The Merry

Widow"
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
University of Maine
Crossland Alumni Center
Orono, Maine 04469
,

From Maine to the Met, Bravo!
As a highly-acclaimed professional opera singer, Brent Porter 74 knows that a successful

production requires a talented cast, a dedicated stage crew, and loyal subscribers who
appreciate quality.

In the same way he understands that a quality university depends on the loyalty and

support of its alumni body. That's why he became a member of the University of Maine
General Alumni Association.
Brent especially appreciates the Association's financial help for the performing arts. But he

also likes our support for other academic programs, our advocacy of public higher education
in Maine, and our sponsorship of alumni activities such as Homecoming and Reunion.

And as a member he also gets subscriptions to Mainely People and MAINE magazine, as
well as discounts on merchandise and travel.

Join Brent and thousands of other fellow alumni who know membership matters. Just fill
out the application inside this magazine or call (207)581-1134 and we'll take care of the rest.
I

